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ABSTRACT
We study doubly excited states of atoms and negative ions by electron- 
pair analysis. The two-electron Schrodinger equation is analyzed in hyper­
spherical coordinates, with the electrons described throughout as a pair. In 
contrast to the current adiabatic hyperspherical method, which reverts at large 
distances to a description in terms of individual electrons, the pair aspect is 
preserved also asymptotically. Whereas the adiabatic potential wells converge 
to the single ionization limit, we develop potential wells converging to the dou­
ble ionization limit of the system, and doubly excited states are then viewed 
as eigenstates of the pair in these wells. At the simplest level, we get series 
converging to the double ionization limit which are described analytically by 
a ”Pair-Rydberg” formula, with an effective charge that increases logarithmi­
cally with the principal quantum number. In this dissertation, we present the 
results for 15', 1-3P e-° states.
Our method consists of first diagonalizing the interaction within de­
generate manifolds-here, the three pairs of Coulomb interactions in degenerate 
manifolds of the so-called ’’grand angular momentum” in the hyperspherical 
space. Similar problems involving other interactions in degenerate atomic and 
nuclear manifolds have also been considered analogously and are presented in 
an Appendix.
The numerical methods used to solve the Schrodinger equation are 
Neumann and 5th order Runge Kutta. The computers we used for this work 
are IBM 3090 and SUN workstation. The computing speed is fast compared 
with other large scale calculations. On an IBM 3090 it only takes a few minutes
to get all the potential wells and a few seconds to get an eigenvalue in each 
potential well. Our method is simple and physically clear. The results are 
fairly accurate compared with other calculations.
C H A PTER  1
IN TR O D U C TIO N
1.1 The Concept o f D oubly Excited States
The observation and study of doubly excited states started in the 
1960s. Doubly excited states mean that two electrons are in excited states. 
For example, the configuration of the ground state of He is I s 2, but if two 
electrons are excited, for instance, as in 2snp, 2pns, 2pnd, (n> 2) etc., we have 
doubly excited states and these are states converging to the N=2 threshold 
(here, N represents the principal quantum number of the inner electron and n 
represents the principal quantum number of the outer electron).
The first fifty years of the quantum-mechanical study of atoms was 
dominated by one-electron phenomena. Even in dealing with atoms with many 
electrons, it was only one active electron that was excited or even, perhaps, 
ionized. It is only since the 1960s that the simultaneous excitation of two 
electrons from the ground state has been studied. Their study has pointed 
to new phenomena and increasingly to the breakdown of independent electron 
pictures that have otherwise dominated the field of atomic physics.
Doubly excited states have, therefore, been in the focus of experimen­
tal and theoretical research in atomic and molecular physics for the past two 
decades. The two-electron atoms He and H~ have served as prototypes for 
this problem. Doubly excited states of atoms (or ions) display the effects of 
correlations between the two excited electrons. Particularly at high excitation
1
2of both electrons, their increasing liberation from the dominant central field 
of the positive ion enhances the importance of the correlations between them. 
There are two kinds of correlations between two electrons, angular and radial. 
The angular correlation controls the distribution of the wavefunction in the 
angle between the two vectors rq and r 2 (ri and r 2 are radial vectors for the 
two electrons respectively) and originates from the degeneracy in orbital angu­
lar momentum of the individual electron states with high principal quantum 
number n. The radial correlation controls the distribution in magnitude of 
r2/r i  and originates from the energy spacing between successive n levels. The 
study of doubly excited states has, therefore, emphasised the role of angular 
and radial correlations between the two electrons.
1.2 E x p erim en ta l O verview
There are many experimental techniques to study doubly excited 
states; for example, electron-atom scattering, photodetachment, photoabsorp­
tion, photoionization etc. Recently, high resolution laser and high power 
synchrotron-radiation light enable us to study doubly excited states for higher 
N values.
1.2.1 E x p erim en ts  on H e The first observation of a full series 
of doubly excited 1P° helium levels was in 1963 [1]. This observation gener­
ated an extensive number of theoretical studies immediately. The observation 
of doubly excited series by photoabsorption was soon followed by the obser­
vation of other doubly excited series by inelastic collision of fast electrons or 
ions showing analogous results [2]. In the ultraviolet absorption experiments 
of Madden and Codling, two Rydberg series of lP° levels were found which
3exhibited greatly different decay widths and oscillator strengths. Their exper­
iment [1,3] indicated that among the three possible XP° Rydberg series that 
converge to the N=2 limit of He+, only one series is prominently observed, 
while a second series is weakly visible and a third series is completely ab­
sent. More experiments have been done afterwards. Woodruff and Samson 
effectively measured the sum of the photoionization cross section to 2s and 2p 
states [4]. Later the photoionization experiments for iIe +(N=2), f /e +(N=3), 
2s2p XP  and 3s3p XP  states of He have been carried out by different groups 
[5-10]. In 1989, Zubek et. al. observed autoionizing states of He as resonances 
in the partial cross sections for simultaneous photoionization and excitation of 
He, leaving the He+ ion in the N=2, 3 and 4 states [11]. So far the highest 
doubly excited states of fie observed is up to N=7. The most recent work has 
been done by Domke and his co-workers in 1991 [12] as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. 
In their experiment, with high resolution (AE  ~  6 meV) sychrotron-radiation 
light (the photon energy is in the range of 60 to 80 eV), they revealed more 
than 50 states below the N=2-7 thresholds of IIe+. Their recent experiment on 
N=2 has reported the observation of all three Rydberg series o f1 P° resonances 
accessible by photoionization, including the ’’missing” (2p,nd) XP° series [13].
1 .2.2 E x p erim en ts  on H~ The lowest lying resonance 2s2 XS  
in H~ was observed by Schulz in 1964 [14]. Many experiments for other low 
lying states have been done by different methods [15-18]. After reporting the 
observation for XS  states, Williams and co-workers had observed 1<3P° first by 
electron hydrogen scattering method and they had a series of papers which 
report the measurements of electron scattering from hydrogen atoms [19]. The 
basic procedure of their experiment can be described briefly as follows. The
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Figure 1. Autoionizing states of doubly excited He below the N=2 threshold 
(IP 2 ) of He: (a) overview, (b) magnification of the n > 6 region, and (c) ”2 
states (Fig. 1 of Ref. 12).
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Figure 2. Autoionizing states of He: (a) below the N=3 threshold (IP 3 ), (b) 
below the N=4 threshold (IP 4 ), and (c) below the N=5 and 6 threshold (IPs, 
IP&). The high-n regions are shown magnified on the right-hand sides in (a) 
and (b). Note the overlapping of series in (c) (Fig. 2 of Ref. 12).
6electron beam crossed a modulated atomic hydrogen beam. The atomic beam 
is produced from the thermal dissociation of molecular hydrogen in a tubular 
tungsten furnace. Detectors were used to detect both scattered electrons and 
incident electrons. A photon detector was also used to detect emitted pho­
tons. The cross sections as the function of the incident electron energy were 
measured.
More recent experiments using synchrotron or laser light absorption 
have studied series up to N  = 7. An extremely impressive investigation of 
resonances was made by the Bryant group [20]. They observed 13 resonance 
features converging on these thresholds with an absolute uncertainty in position 
of 1 meV and an energy resolution of about 8 meV. Their measurement result 
is given in Fig. 3. An H~ ion beam with relativistic speed was crossed with a
laser beam at a varying angle a. This changes the photon energy E0 into the
barycentric photon energy E in the frame of I I  ~ according to the formula
E  =  Eo7(1 +  (3cos a), (1.1)
where /3 = v /c  and 7 =  (1 — /?2)-1/2; a — 0 when the beams meet head on. In 
order to study the high lying resonances in H ~, that lie at energies of 10-14 
eV, the fourth harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser is Doppler-tuned in this manner 
to excit the transitions
H~ +  7 — ► H°*(< N)  +  e~, (1.2)
where the principal quantum number N of the hydrogen atom is between four 
and eight, and the < sign indicates that the atom may, instead, be excited to 
any state lower than N, with the electron carrying off the excess energy. The
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Figure 3. Partial photodetachment cross sections of i f " ,  showing production 
of neutral hydrogen in (a) N> 4; (b) N  > 5; (c) N  > 6; and (d) N  > 7. 
Intrumental resolution is 8.3 meV. Threshold energies as follows: N=4, 13.5054 
eV; N=5, 13.8084 eV; N = 6, 13.9746 eV; N=7, 14.0748; N = 8 ,14.1398 eV (Fig. 
8 of Ref. 20(Harris et. al. 1990)).
asterisk (*) indicates that the electron in the atom is excited. If the photon 
energy matches that of a resonance in the H~ continuum, then the process
H~ +  7  — > H~** — ► H°*(< TV) +  e~ (1.3)
may take places. The next step is to measure the production of the neutral 
hydrogen. Electric field ionization is used to strip H °(N ) to proton which are 
then detected. The Lorentz transformation which converts a magnetic field in 
the laboratory to a strong electric field sufficient to strip the electron in H°*(N) 
is another central feature of the experiment. The protons are magnetically 
separated from the remaining neutral and positively charged particles. In this 
way, the production of H°*(N) state can be measured.
1.2.3 E x p erim en ts  on He~ The first observation of doubly ex­
cited state of He~ ls (2s2) 2S  was done by Schulz in 1963 [2]. Other doubly 
excited states like 2S , 2P , etc. have been also observed by many experimen­
talists [21-23]. Using electron impact, doubly excites states up to N=9 in He~ 
have been studied [24]. The first experiment for n ~  N  »  1 high doubly 
excited states was carried out in 1983 [24], An electron beam of narrow energy 
spread (20 meV) and variable mean energy is crossed by a beam of helium 
atoms emerging from a hypodermic needle, and any metastable helium atoms 
resulting from electron-helium-atom collisions are detected by a channel elec­
tron multiplier. The spectrum is as shown in Fig. 4 for such states in the He-  
system, as excited by impact of electrons of energy 22-24.5 eV on He, followed 
by observation of the metastable He atoms into which these states decay. The 
highest resolved structures correspond to n ~  N  ~  8.
Ion impact experiments have also observed doubly excited states in 
positive ions such as Cm+, TVm+, etc., but with N values less than 4 [25].
Figure 4. Yield of metastable He atoms following impact of electrons on the 
ground state of He, showing structure due to doubly-excited states of He“ (Ref. 
24 (Buckman et. al, 1983)).
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1.3 A General R eview  of Theoretical Studies
An early interpretation of these observations regarded the new doubly 
excited states in He as superpositions of 2snp and 2pns configurations in nearly 
equal parts, i.e., quite different from either configuration. This qualitative pic­
ture of the correlation between two doubly excited electrons was first provided 
by Cooper, Fano and Prats [26]. They gave the classification for two-electron 
excitation levels of He almost immediately following Madden and Codling’s 
experiments. Soon thereafter calculations of the entire spectrum of the doubly 
excited series of He in the 57-65 eV range were carried out by numerical solu­
tion of the two-electron Schrodinger equation. In 1965 Burke and McVicar [27] 
carried out the numerical solution of the two-electron Schrodinger equation by 
the close-coupling method. Almost at the same time O’Malley and Geltman 
[28] did the calculation by variational techniques, and Altick and Moore [29] 
by a channel mixing method. These calculations have explained the spectral 
positions, widths and photoexcitation probabilities of numerous doubly excited 
levels, but have failed to interpret the systematic variation of intensities within 
each spectrum of given (L, S ) and parity and have not clarified the physical 
basis of the observed regularities. In chapter 2, more recent work with these 
techniques is described. A new method was needed to interpret the observed 
regularities. In 1968, Macek [30] studied this problem by using the Fock ex­
pansion and its hyperspherical approach, proposing an adiabatic assumption 
regarding the nature of doubly excited states. This new assumption gave fur­
ther insight into the origins of the observed regularities, and Macek constructed 
an approximate calculation based on it. Hyperspherical coordinates for the six 
variables defining a two-electron atom consist of a radial coordinate R and five
11
angular coordinates fI. Macek proposed that the two-electron Schodinger equa­
tion is approximately separable in the sense that the total wave function may 
be written as VP ~  F(R)tl>fJ,(R] 0 ) where, in the angular function ipn(R; fl), R is 
regarded as a parameter. This method was developed much more extensively 
by Lin [31].
Hyperspherical coordinates have been used extensively to describe 
doubly excited states. Other approaches that also treat the pair of electrons 
together are group theoretic schemes by Kellman and Herrick [32] and Iachello 
and Rau [33]. Most of this work on doubly excited states to date, both experi­
mental and theoretical, has dealt with the lower end of the spectrum of doubly 
excited states.
An outstanding problem in the study of doubly excited states is the 
one that is related to the highly correlated motion on the ’’Wannier ridge”. The 
concept of the Wannier ridge, promoted by Fano [34] and Rau [35-38], plays 
an important role in the description of the physics of two-electron escape with 
zero energy. Its main characteristics are given by Wannier’s theory [34,35,39- 
41]. The central elements of this theory is that the threshold escape of two
electrons is dominated by the configuration a ~  ^7r, 012 7r, which is a flat
saddle point of the potential
V (a ,e 12) = —  =  - b ? ( a ,M ,  (1.4)n  r 2 rl2 R
where
and
C( a , 012) = — - -------- A .  +  , 1 (1.5)
cos a  sin a  y l  — sin 2a: cos 012
R  =  [rj +  a  =  tan l(r2/r i) ,  fl12 =  cos"1^  • r 2). (1.6)
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The potential (1.4), or equivalently (1.5), displays an infinitely deep valley if 
ri — > 0 or r 2 — * 0 or, alternatively, a  — > 0° or 90°, and an infinite peak 
if r) ~  r 2 or, alternatively, a  =  45° and 012 =  0°. The saddle point occurs 
at r\ ~  —r2 or, alternatively, a  =  45° and 0\2 = 180°. Both valley and 
saddle regions support discrete or quasi-discrete states [37,42]. The saddle 
point configuration describes the situation when the two electrons have equal 
radial distances on opposite sides of the nucleus. This is obviously a situation 
of tight correlation, both in radial excitation and in angles.
It is now clear from many experimental and theoretical studies that 
doubly excited states fall broadly into two classes [37,42], distinguished by 
the way the excitation energy is partitioned between the two electrons. The 
two electrons may either have comparable or disparate excitation. The corre­
sponding states have been named ’’ridge” and ’’valley”, respectively, and are 
associated with the ridge and valleys of the potential in (1.4). In the ridge 
states, there is a complete symmetry and equivalence of both electrons of the 
pair relative to the residual ’’grandparental ion” [43]. It is the saddle region 
that supports the discrete doubly excited ridge states.
These doubly excited ridge states have been analyzed in different 
ways. In 1977, Read [43] proposed phenomenologically a Rydberg formula 
for high excitation. He has discussed various modified Rydberg formulae for 
these states where the two electrons are treated on par in the vicinity of the 
Wannier saddle point. In 1983, Rau [44] proposed another Rydberg formula. 
The main point of difference from Read’s is in considering the two electrons 
as a single entity throughout with no reference to quantum numbers for the 
individual electrons. The experimental results on high doubly excited states 
of lie-  provided by Buckman [24] can be well summarized by this Rydberg
13
formula. Wang in 1986 [45] introduced another ’’revised Rydberg formula”, and 
examined both inter- and intra- atomic relationships further. Fits to available 
data were extended by Molina [46]. Feagin and Briggs [47] and Rost and Briggs 
[48] presented a diabatic molecular description for these states. The method 
they proposed is based on a separation in molecular coordinates. They use 
a trial wavefunction and a variational method to determine eigenvalues in an 
analytic diabatic potential well.
Configuration interaction, adiabatic hyperspherical and R-matrix ex­
pansion [49] methods do not separate the two classes of states. Aymar stud­
ied doubly excited states by the method of single electron configurations [50]. 
In this method, the L — S  coupled wavefunction was expanded in terms of 
independent-particle functions. The eigenvalues were obtained by diagonaliz- 
ing the two-electron Hamiltonian with certain boundary conditions. Of several 
configuration interaction calculations, the most accurate are those of Ho and 
Ho and Callaway [51] using complex rotation techniques.
Nicolaides and co-workers [52], using a judiciously selected symmetri­
cal basis in a standard configuration interaction scheme, have somewhat more 
extensive results on ridge states. They proposed a method for the identification 
and accurate calculation of ridge states which lead as a function of excitation 
energy to the ’’Wannier state” at the two-electron ionization threshold of any 
atom in any symmetry. Their theory is state specific and uses suitably defined 
orthogonal multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock (MCHF) zeroth-order wavefunc- 
tions which correspond to the state of lowest energy in each manifold defined 
by a particular symmetry. The choice of the zeroth-order wavefunction is sys­
tematic and allows for the self-consistent computation of the most important 
angular and radial correlations.
14
Other studies of ridge states are based on analytical approximations 
of the electron-electron interaction [53-57], semi-classical quantization schemes 
[58-59], the stabilization method [60-62], and Feshbach projection operators 
[63-68]. We make a few remarks about these other theoretical calculations of 
doubly excited states. Standard techniques of atomic physics such as the close 
coupling method [27,69-70] or configuration interaction can be quite successful 
for the calculation of low lying doubly excited states. Since they involve basis 
functions that are products of one-electron functions, correlations mix these 
basis states. Strong two-electron correlations lead to large mixings and, given 
the diverging number of Coulomb states with increasing excitation, these calcu­
lations become impractical for the high lying states near the double ionization 
limit. Stated in terms of quantum numbers, angular correlations mix different 
values of (h ih ) ,  the individual angular momenta, and radial correlations of 
(N,n), the individual principal quantum numbers, of the two electrons. In the 
limit of extreme correlation, these labels lose meaning and call for a more ap­
propriate set of pair quantum numbers and a corresponding basis. Given the 
/-degeneracy of the Coulomb problem, this feature becomes important for the 
angular variables already for the low doubly excited states, whether of valley 
or ridge type. It can be analyzed by considering a fixed (N,n) manifold and the 
mixing of different (/i, I2 ) states contained in it [71-72]. Models based on the O4  
group symmetry of this restricted problem have been successful in describing 
this mixing and in providing alternative pair quantum numbers [73]. At low ex­
citation, the labels N and n still retain meaning since states of different (N,n) 
are separated in energy. It is now customary to label doubly excited states 
by these one-electron principal quantum numbers together with O4  quantum 
numbers [74]. On the other hand, at higher excitation, when different (N,n)
15
also lie close in energy and radial correlations mix them, all single electron 
labels become deficient. This is particularly so for the high ridge states. The 
words ’’intra-shell” and ’’inter-shell” have come into vogue for describing (N,n) 
when N=n, and N  ^  ra, respectively. For low doubly excited states, the former 
correspond to ridge and the latter to valley states. The latter have also been 
called ’’planetary” [75], in analogy with celestial mechanics where individual 
planets have their own distinct orbits. For the very high doubly excited states, 
however, the description in terms of intra- and inter- is no longer appropriate 
given the large mixing of nearly degenerate (N,n) with both N and n large, 
whether equal or unequal.
A labeling scheme for doubly excited states was first proposed by 
Herrick in 1975 [76] based on a group theoretical analysis and later was ex­
amined by Lin and Macek [77-78]. The pair of quantum numbers (K ,T )  were 
introduced to describe the angular correlations between the two electrons as 
replacement of the pair of (/i, I2 ) of the separate orbital quantum numbers. In 
doubly excited states, because of the electron-electron interaction, the individ­
ual orbital quantum numbers (L, I2) of the separate hydrogenic orbitals are not 
constants of the motion. Also not constant are the alternative Lenz vectors 
(b i, b 2), which represent the major axes of elliptical orbits in the classical limit. 
There are two possible combinations of these vectors which are approximate 
constants, together with L and M ; these are
l(li ±  b ,)  + (12 =F M 2 =  J±(J±  +  1), (1.7)
with J ± integer or half-integer. The quantum numbers K  and T  are simply 
related to J*.  In this scheme, a given state of a two-electron atom is designated
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by n{K, T)jy 25+11 / ,  where L , S  and 7r have their usual meanings, TV is the 
principal quantum number of the inner electron, and n of the outer electron.
The possible values of K  and T  for any given TV, L, and ir are given
by
T =  0 ,l ,2 , . . . ,m m (L ,J V - l)  (1.8)
and
I< = TV -  1 -  T, TV -  3 -  T , ..., -(TV - 1 - T ) .  (1.9)
For states where ir =  (—1)L+1, T  = 0 is not allowed. The assigned values of 
K  and T  are independent of the spin quantum number S. In the zero-order 
dipole basis, K  and T  have a physical interpretation. Roughly speaking, T  is 
the projection of the total angular momentum L onto the interelectronic axis 
and K  is proportional to the average value of r< cos 9\2, where r< is the radius 
of the inner electron. The quantum number A  was added to emphasize the 
radial correlation of the electrons [78]. A can take values -1,0 and +1. Both 
A  =  — 1 and A — +1 states can have large amplitudes near the potential ridge, 
the A = -fl channel has an antinodal structure at or near a  =  7r /4, while 
the A — — 1 channel has a node at or near a = tt/4. Electrons in the A  =  0 
states are confined in the two potential valleys. The radial quantum number 
A  depends on the pair quantum number K  and T.  For a given T, S, and 7r,
A = 7r ( - l ) s+T =  t t ( - 1)s+jv- * +1 i f  K  > L - N  
A = 0 i f  K  < L - N .  (1.10)
According to A values, the lowest n values can be assigned as =  TV for 
A = +1, nmin = TV +  1, for A  =  — 1 and nm!n =  TV -f 1 for A  =  0. For 
successive higher A = 0, increases by one unit for each A K  =  — 1 and
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nmin will remains the same for AK  — 0 and A T  /  0. According to these rules, 
all intra-shell states have A  = +1 with n = N.  Doubly excited states can be 
uniquely designated in terms of the quantum numbers K ,  T,  N, n and A.
Doubly excited states with much higher excitation are less well un­
derstood. In this thesis, a method is presented [79-80] which can calculate 
very high doubly excited states. We will retain hyperspherical coordinates 
which, as mentioned above, were also used forty years ago for the analysis of 
threshold escape [39] and in the last twenty years extensively for the study of 
doubly excited states [30,74,81-83]. These later studies employed an adiabatic 
approximation which, in analogy to the Born-Oppenheimer method, treats R 
as an adiabatic fixed variable while solving the angular part of the Schrodinger 
equation. Further, they extrapolate the potential wells U ^ R )  at large R to 
converge to single ionization thresholds of the atom. This method has suc­
cessfully described low lying doubly excited states and given insight into the 
nature of correlations. However, it has also been clear that to proceed to higher 
excitation will require abandoning the adiabatic separation because the related 
continuum problem just above threshold demands handling all three variables, 
R and angles, on the same footing [39-41]. Also, the adiabatic method, while 
handling all three-body problems in the collective coordinates for small and 
intermediate R, departs from them at large R to return to the independent 
electron coordinates for the asymptotic region. Thereby doubly excited states 
are viewed as successive groups that converge to individual ionization thresh­
olds of a ’’parent” ion formed by (ion +  e). Having one electron remain bound, 
say in a principal quantum number N, while the other runs through succes­
sive values of n=(N, N + l, ....oo) for the group of doubly excited states below
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this Nth single ionization threshold means that asymptotically the descrip­
tion is suited to the valleys of the potential surface : r2/ri  — ► 0 or oo, that 
is, a  — > 0 or 7r/2, as R  — ► oo. Our primary point of departure from the 
adiabatic hyperspherical method is that we do not revert at any stage to in­
dependent electron coordinates or single ionization thresholds. We diagonalize 
the operator C in (1.5) within manifolds of the operator A2 and thereby get 
potential wells that converge to the double escape threshold. We retain in this 
manner a pair description throughout. We also use the same labeling scheme 
as mentioned before.
Apart from studying doubly excited states, this thesis work also in­
volved the study of several problems in atomic physics, such as diamagnetism 
and the Stark effect in high Rydberg states and analogous problems at high 
excitation in nuclear physics or in other branches of physics, which display 
common features with doubly excited states [84]. Among these are the ex­
istence of classes of sharply localized states, such as the ridge states, formed 
through large superpositions of basis states that are degenerate in the ab­
sence of the interaction. The asymmetric rotor at high angular momentum J  
also displays these same features: In particular, most of its eigenstates divide 
into two groups with different localizations (along the directions of minimum 
and maximum moments of inertia). A few states lie in a ’’separatrix” region 
in between, corresponding to localization along the axis with an intermedi­
ate moments of inertia. A 1:1 mapping is made from the atomic and nuclear 
problems into the asymmetric rotor, wherein the principal quantum number 
n and orbital angular momentum I of the former are put in correspondence, 
respectively, with J  and M,  the azimuthal projection of the rotor’s angular
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momentum. For each given problem, the ”asymmetry parameter” of the corre­
sponding rotor is identified, and eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are presented. 
The key, common feature that underlies localization is the vanishing as / — > n 
of the off-diagonal coupling between the states in a degenerate manifold {nl} 
just as in the asymmetric rotor where the matrix elements of the step-up and 
step-down operations in the | J M  > basis vanish when M  — ► ± J .
Chapter 2 of this dissertation review the previous study of doubly 
excited states briefly and also give the foundermental idea of our method. 
Chapter 3 of this dissertation presents the two-electron problem, more details 
on the coordinates used and the resulting two-electron Schrodinger equation 
and some other preliminaries to be used in the following chapters. Chapter 
4 presents our method of solution and results of this pair analysis for doubly 
excited ridge states with L = 0, and chapter 5 extends the work to L =  1. 
Chapter 6 consists of conclusions and discussions. In appendix A, we discuss 
the mapping of degenerate perturbations in atoms onto an asymmetric rotor. 
In appendix B, we list some of the source codes used in this thesis. Throughout 
this thesis, we use atomic units (h = m = e = 1, unit of length : Bohr radius 
a0  ~5 nm, unit of energy : e2/a 0 ~27.2 eV).
C H A PT E R  2
PR EV IO U S STUDIES OF TW O ELECTRON EXCITED STATES
IN  H ~  A N D  HELIUM
2.1 Stabilization M ethod
The stabilization method is one of the methods for calculating reso­
nance parameters. It has been used to calculate resonance energies E7 and the 
decay width T by many people [60-62]. The basic idea of this method is follows 
: (a), choose an appropriate basis of square-integrable functions, (b). diago- 
nalize the complete Hamiltonian in successively larger bases, (c) for sufficiently 
large basis sets, the presence of a ’’stable” root indicates a resonance, and the 
degree of stability of that root is a measure of the width. For an excited atom 
with internal states at energies E,-, i = l ,2 ..., the complete wavefunction may 
be expanded, similarly to close-coupling,
OO
i$E =  A'%2<pt{r0)Ft{r), (2.1)
t=i
where r*o represents the coordinates of the target particles, r represents the 
coordinates of an external electron, A is the antisymmetrization operator and 
E is the total energy. For specific energies the channel function Ft{f) are ex­
panded in terms of a set of square-integrable basis function «m(r), Ft(r) — 
£m=l By diagonalizing the complete Hamiltonian in the basis =
E L v ’ifo H E ifh  «.»(?)<&!> one can get the specific energies tj and expansion
2 0
2 1
coefficients c$t. After finding the stable root the eigenfunction corresponding 
to a stable eigenvalue cj can be used to calculate the resonance parameters. 
The major assumption made in stabilization method is the basis used is very 
large in order to span the range of the potential involved in the problems.
2.2 Projection M ethod
The projection operator method was proposed by Feshbach for study­
ing nuclear problems in the early 1960s [85] and has been extensively used 
to calculate elastic and inelastic scattering problems and autoionization res­
onances for H~ and He [63-68] since then. In the Feshbach formalism the 
Schrodinger equation becomes
(PHP  +  PHQ E _  1 QH P -  E)PV  =  0,  ( 2. 2)
where P and Q are the open and closed channel projection operators, respec­
tively. Q and P satisfy following relations
P  +  Q =  1
P 2 =  P
Q 2 = Q
and
Q W  =  Q[n )q In). (2.4)
Here the superscript N indicates the projection operators relevant to the
(2.3)
2 2
autoionization states just below the Nth hydrogenic threshold. Using the eigen­
function <f>s of QH Q , we have
[QHQ -  ea]Q<f>a = 0. (2.5)
The exact resonance position (E s) is given by
Ea — €a -f- As, (2.6)
and the width Ts is defined by
Ts =  2tt < <f>a\QHP 6 (E -  PHP)PHQ\(/>, > . (2.7)
The continuum of QHQ  starts at the hydrogenic threshold N and all eigen­
values below this continuum correspond to the autoionization levels described 
to the first order by equation (2.2). The autoionization energies can be de­
termined by using the Rayleigh-Ritz variational procedure. There are several 
ways to choose the trial function <f)s. Once the trial function <f>s is decided, 
one can find the upper bound on the exact eigenvalues ea by diagonalizing the 
operator QHQ. The correction of the eigenvalues can be determined by
A s = <  <j>a\QHPp{E -  P H P )~ l PHQ\<t>a > . (2.8)
So with appropriate trial function </>a, one can find resonance energies E a by 
using equation (2.6).
2.3 Close-Coupling M ethod
The close-coupling method was used in atomic physics for calculating 
cross-sections for electron impact with hydrogen and other atoms [27,86]. The 
starting point of this method is to expand the wavefunction in terms of some
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target form and the function representing the scattered electron. In electron- 
hydrogen collisions case, the target states are eigenstates of the hydrogen atom. 
The close coupling approximation means that only a few low-lying states are in­
cluded and all continuum states and highly excited bound states are excluded 
from the expansion. Complicated integro-differential equations are obtained 
which may be numerically integrated by an iterative method. Cross sections 
can be calculated once the knowledge of the asymptotic behavior for the chan­
nel wave function F{ are obtained. However, the convergence of this method 
was very slow because other contributions were ignored. Burke and co-workers 
have modified the usual form of the close-coupling method by including in the 
eigenstates expansion pseudostates chosen according to some rules.
This method has been extensively used by Callaway et. al. with 
K-matrix and pseudostate calculations [66,87]. In early of their work, they 
used 3 states (ls-2s-2p) close coupling and calculated the resonance energies 
and cross sections below N  = 2 threshold with variational procedure [88]. 
The later studies, they included pseudostates which were allowed to be either 
closed or open to the atomic states. In their recent work, they employed a big 
basis which contained 10 exact atomic states and 18 pseudostates, and studied 
doubly excited states up tp N  — 4.
The wavefunction of the system Hamiltonian has the form
*(!■;, *,,5-2) =  (2 )- '/2(l -  (2.9)
l i
in which Xi denotes the space and spin coordinates (r;, <rt) of particle i\ the 
quantum number T,- includes the conserved quantum numbers describing the 
total orbital angular momentum, spin, and parity; the orbital angular momen­
tum of the atomic state and of the scattered electron; and all other numbers
required to determine the atomic state. The incident channel is denoted by Tj. 
The operation P\ 2  interchanges coordinates and spins of both electrons. The 
wavefunction Fij describes channel i when an electron is incident in channel j  
and obeys the specified boundary conditions. Fij is represented as
Fij =  a 0iS0(ki, r ) +  a u S ^ k i ,  r ) +  $#(»•), (2 .10)
where The S are functions with specified asymptotic forms and is a nor­
malizable function which contains the long-range and short-range correlation 
functions. The summation also include pseduostates which contain contribu­
tions from continuum, and/or a number of correlation terms that include short 
range dipole interactions or long range quadrupole interactions. Using vari­
ational method, one can derive the integro-differential equation for Fij. The 
K-matrix defined in Ref. 88 is real and symmetric, and is related to the S 
matrix by S= (l+ iK )/(l-iK ). K-matrix can be determined by solving for F^. 
Therefore, cross-sections are computed from the element of S by standard pro­
cedures [88].
2.4 Com plex Coordinate M ethod
The complex coordinate rotation method is based on the mathemati­
cal developments of Aguilar, Balslev and Combes [89-90] and Simon [91]. The 
basic idea of this method is a frame transformation. In the complex rotation 
method, all the inter-particle coordinates are transformed by
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where 0 is real and positive [92]. Substituting equation (2.11) into the complex 
Hamiltonian, we have
< - w\% >='£'£ciciHii- EEC.CAW = o. (2-i2)
* 3 i  3
where W denotes energy. Using variational method, a variation of W with 
respect to Ci d\W\/dCi  is carried out. This will lead to the usual eigenvalue 
equations
Y , (H a  -  W xI)a$ = 0, (2.13)
3
with W x and ax the Ath eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and I is the identity 
matrix. Under such a transformation, one calculates the kinetic and potential 
matrix elements separately, and scales according to the above scheme. Reso­
nances can be examined once the complex eigenvalue problem is diagonalized. 
As in all variational calculations, a trial wave function is expanded in a linear 
combination of orthonormal basis function |x; >,
(2-14)
i
and then the resulting complex eigenvalue problem solved. The advantage 
of using this method is that resonance parameters can be obtained by using 
bound-state-type wave function or T2-type functions [92] and no asymptotically 
oscillating wave functions are necessary.
2.5 H yperspherical M ethod
In this approach the key-point is in replacing the pair of radial dis­
tances ( f i , r 2) of two electrons from the nucleus by the hyper-radius R which 
represent the scale of the system in 6-dimension and by the mock angle a 
which represent the angular correlation [30,74,81-83]. The usual six variables
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(Yi, 0i, </>i, r 2, 0 2 1 92) for the two electrons are now replaced by (R, O), where fl 
represents collectively the five angular coordinates (a, $i, <^1, 02> <j>2 )- The eigen­
values are determined by using Born-Oppenheimer-type separation between R 
and fh In hyperspherical coordinates, the two electron Hamiltonian can be 
expressed as
.#-5/2 +  A2 +  15/ 4
8 R 2 +  R? + —C ( a , 6 12). (2.15)
The terms in the square bracket are, respectively, the radial and angular kinetic 
energy and the last term is the potential energy in (1.4). A is called ’’grand 
angular momentum” because it involves all five variables H. The joint influence 
of the centrifugal and Coulomb terms is in the eigenfunctions of the combined 
operator, the fixed R Hamiltonian
1. A2 +  15/4. 1 ,
2  R? ) +  ^ (^ (Q!^ i 2), (2.16)
which depends on R parametrically. The system Hamiltonian therefore will be
1 Ft2
H  = - - R - W — R?/* +  h r . (2.17)
Macek suggested that although two operators A2 and C(fi) do not commute, 
the total operator Hr can nevertheless be diagonalized at each R such that 
the eigenvalues serves as potential-energy wells for electronic motion and the 
eigenvectors provide as adiabatic channel functions. Therefore, one solves this 
angular part of the problem
Hr Q^R-, ft) =  U ^ R ^ R ;  ft), (2.18)
to get adiabatic channel function and eigenvalues U ^R )  which converge
to single ionization limit. Therefore, doubly excited states can be classified
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as different groups that correspond to the different thresholds of a parent ion 
(ion+e). can be expanded in terms of a linear combination of nonorthg- 
onal basis functions which contain both eigenfunctions of grand angular mo­
mentum operator and two-electron basis function representing the asymptotic 
channel function. With each adiabatic potential well, eigenvalues of the full 
Hamiltonian in (2.15) can be calculated by solving the Schrodinger equation 
numberically. In adiabatic treatment, the three body problems in collective 
coordinates at large R return to the independent particle electron coordinates 
for the asymptotic region.
2.6 Our M ethod
Our method of calculating doubly excited ridge states is most closely 
related to the adiabatic hyperspherical method [30,74,81-83]. In our method 
we retain the use of hyperspherical coordinates, however, we treat two electrons 
on par throughout. The potential wells converge to the double ionization limit 
unlike in the adiabatic approach in which the potential wells converge to single 
ionization limits. Our method contains four steps. The first step is diagonaliza- 
tion of the effective charge operator C in fixed A manifold. The second step is 
seeking an analytical expression for the lowest eigenvalue. The potential well in 
each A becomes a simple and analytical expression (U(R ) =  fA+3/2)(*+5/2) _|_ £), 
The third step is to get from this U(R) a set of eigenvalues described by a 
single the Rydberg formula. Each potential well supports an infinite number 
of eigenstates. We pick the lowest one in each of them to form a Rydberg 
formula. To improve our results, we go to the fourth step. In the fourth step 
we take off-diagonal coupling into account. For any given maximum A values, 
we diagonalize matrix elements (U\,y(R) = ^ ’^ l y ' ^ ^ A.A' +  a  ^ each
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R. The eigenvalues provide the potential wells and the eigenvectors provide the 
basis for expansion of the full wavefunction. Expanding the full wavefunction 
in this basis and solving the Schrodinger equation numerically, we can get im­
proved eigenvalues. The accuracy of the eigenvalues depend on the Amax- The 
larger the \ max is the more accurate the eigenvalues are.
C H A PT E R  3
H Y PER SPH ER IC A L CO O RDINATES A N D  SC H R O D IN G ER
EQ UATION
3.1 H yperspherical Coordinates
We begin by redefining the collective coordinates, called hyperspheri­
cal coordinates, which have been used very successfully for describing electron 
correlation and doubly excited states of atoms
R  = (r? +  r l f !2
a  =  tan-1 (r2/r i) .  (3.1)
Therefore, R represents the size of the system and a  the relative radial exci­
tation of the electrons. To describe the motion of two electrons in the field of 
a nucleus, we need 6 coordinates because there are 6 degrees of freedom. We 
can choose 3 Euler angles to describe the overall orientation of the system in 
space and three others to describe the internal degrees of freedom. We can use 
r l5 r 2 and 012 as the internal set of three, and replace ri and r2 by R and a. 
&i2 is the angle between f[ and r^. See Fig. 5. Electron correlations are then 
described by two angles a  and 0 i2, where a  describes the radial correlation of 
the two electrons and 012 describes the angular correlation of the two electrons. 
Usually, instead of using a , 012 and three Euler angles, it is more convenient 
to use a, ri and r 2 [where f{ = (0 i,(pi) denotes the spherical angles of electron 
i] as five hyperspherical angles, and denote them collectively by ft.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5. (a) Diagram of the two electron configuration, (b) Diagram of the 
relation between Cartesian and Hyperspherical coordinates.
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3.2 Schrodinger Equation
The two electron Hamiltonian in non-relativistic form is
H = - W i - +  — , ( 3. 2)
2 2 ri r2  r1 2
where we take the nucleus as having infinite mass, and use atomic units. The
Schrodinger equation is
H y ( r 1 , r2) = E'$(rl , r 2). (3.3)
It can be written in hyperspherical coordinates as
+  A '  Hr21 5 / 4 ] +  =  E W u r , ) ,  (3 .4 )
where
*2 1 d . , 2 2 d , \\ \%
A = — ^ ~ 2-------- r r  sin acos a y ~ H ------5— h . 2 (3-5)sm a cos a  da da cos-^  a  sin a
is the square of the grand angular momentum operator (li and I2 are the usual
one-electron angular momentum operators) and
C(c,  012) = - — - - - - - - - ^ -  +   - - - - - — ------ — T  (3 .6 )
cos a; sm a (1 — sm 2a c o s012)1^
is the effective charge. In equation (3.6), Z is the charge of the nucleus. The 
effective charge C includes both the electron-electron and electron-nucleus in­
teractions. In Fig. 6, we display the effective charge C on the (a, 6 i2) plane for 
Z = l. Fig. 6 shows a flat saddle at a — 45° and $12 =  180°, and deep valleys 
at a  =  0° and 90°. In the region iq =  r2, which corresponds to a  — 45°, the 
potential energy still depends on 0\2. When 012 =  0 and a  =  45°, the two 
electrons are nearly on top of each other where the electron-electron repulsion 
causes the sharp spike as shown in Fig. 6. When 0\ 2 — 180° and a  =  45°,
C^
(x,
0 
^
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Figure 6. Potential function C (a, 0i2) in atomic units for a pair of electrons in 
the field of a proton.
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the potential is unstable for departures in a = 45°, while it is stable for de­
parture along the coordinate 0\2. This structure of the surface has an essential 
influence on electron correlations.
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the squared grand angular mo­
mentum A2 are known analytically as they are for the orbital momentum I2. 
The eigenvalues are represented by
A2 =  A(A +  4), A =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., (3.7)
and are degenerate for A ^  0. It is also convenient to introduce a related 
quantum number nrc that indexes the number of nodes in a ,
A =  /i +  /2 +  2 nrc. (3-8)
The eigenfunctions with symmetry (—l) 5 for singlet
(S=0) or triplet (S= l) states with fixed L, M, S , ir are given by
®nrchhLM(fy = ~j^ [<f>nrchhLM(<X, ^1,^2) +  ( - ) h+h~L+S+nrC </>nrcl2 hLM(<*, f U f2)]
i f  h  7^  h
=  +  (“ I )~L+S+nrC]<t>nTCULM{a,h,h)
i f  h = l2 = I. (3.9)
The function <j>nrJii2LM can be expressed as
<t>nTChi2LM {a ,h ,r2) = Nnrchi2 (cosh a)(sin '2 a) x Yhi2 LM{h-,f2)
3
x 2T i(—nrc, nrc +  l\ -j-12  +  2, l2 +  —; sin2 a),
(3.10)
where Y^^ lm  is a standard ’’coupled harmonic” as given in Eq. (10.5) of Ref. 
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Yhi2 LM (h,r2) = Yl, (l^ LM \ ^ m i J 2 m 2 )Yhmi(rl )Yi2 m2 (r2). (3.11)
mi m2
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YhhLM is the total orbital angular-momentum eigenfunction of the pair. Nnrci1i2 
is a normalization constant and given by
N,Tlrc^ l ^ 2 _ 2*1+/2+1
h\
(2/2 +1)!
x
(2nrc +  2/2 +  l)!(nrc +  /1)!
(nrc +  h )!(^n»'c +  2/i +  1)!
1/2
1/2
2(2nrc -f-1\ +  I2 +  2)(nrc +  /1 -f-l2  +  1)!
nrr\tt (3.12)
In (3.10) 2-^i(—nrCi nTC -f l\ +  l2 +  2 ,l2 +  |; s in 2a) is proportional to a Jacobi 
polynomial of degree nrc in sin2 a , with nrc nodes in the range 0 < a  <  |7r. 
Since we are always interested in the states with fixed S, L, M and 7r, these 
indices will usually be dropped. I/z1/2nrc(^i, ^2) has a simple analytical form if 
L=0 and lx = l2 = I
Y u ^ A f u h )  =  ( - I ) y 2 i ± i p , ( c ° s 0 12), 
where P;(cos O1 2 ) is the Legendre polynomial.
(3.13)
3.3 3-j and 6-j Sym bols
Here we are going to introduce some formulae for 3-j and 6-j symbols 
[93-94] which are involved in the coupling of two electrons and are used in this 
thesis.
The Wigner 3-j symbol
( . . . \
31 32 J3
mi m2 ra3
(3.14)
is related to the Clebsch-Gordan coupling coefficient in (3.11) and is non­
vanishing if the following two conditions are fulfilled
mi + m 2 = —m3,
33 — 3 i  +  32:  j i  +  j 2  ~  1, •••, |ii — .721- (3.15)
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In particular, when mi =  m 2 =  m 3 =  0, the 3-j symbols have a simple analyt­
ical form
(  . . \  
j l  32 J3
0 0 0
( - i)»
/
( 2 g - 2 j 1y . ( 2 g - 2 j 2y . ( 2 g - 2 j 3)!
(29 +  1)! (9 - h)'-(g - h)'-(g - h ) 1-’
(3.16)
if j i  +  J2 +  is  =  2<7, where g is an integer, and
=  0 ,
0 0 0
(3.17)
/
(3.18)
if i i  +  32 +  is  — 2<? +  1.
The Wigner 6-j symbol is
j i  j 2 is  
/1 /2 3^
and it is non-vanishing if the following triangular conditions are fulfilled A (iii2i 3), 
A ih h js ) ,  A (jj/2?s) and A ( j 2 hh),  these triplets forming legs of closed triangles. 
Here, we list the useful formulae
a b c
1 c — 1 6 + 1
a b c 
1  c b
a b c
2 c — 1 6 + 1
-  ( - 1)'
( - 1  y
(s -  2b)(s  -  26 -  l)(s -  2c +  l)(s -  2c +  2) 1/2
(26 +  1)(26 +  2)(26 + 3)(2c -  l)2c(2c +  1)
(3.19)
2X
(3.20)[26(26 +  1)(26 +  2)2c(2c +  l) (2c +  2)]1/2
,4[(a +  6 +  2)(a — 6 -  1) -  (c — 1)(6 +  c +  2)] 
[26(26 +  1)(26 +  2)(26 +  3)(26 +  4)]1/2
x
[(s — 26 — l)(.s — 26)(s -  2c +  1 )(s  -  2c  +  2)]1/2
[(2c -  2)(2c -  l ) 2c(2c +  l) (2c +  2)p /2
(3.21)
2[3X(X +  l ) - 4 6 ( 6 + l ) c ( c + l ) ]
1 ’ [(26 - 1)26(26+ l)(2 6  +  2)(26 +  3)]1/2
1
X [(2c -  l)2c(2c +  l)(2c +  2)(2c +  3)]1/2 
where s — a  +  6 +  c and X  =  a(a  +  1) — 6(6 +  1) — c(c +  1).
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(3.22)
C H A PTER  4
ELECTRO N-PAIR ANALYSIS FOR DOUBLY EXCITED RIDG E
STATES I: L = 0
4.1 Introduction
For the very high doubly excited ridge states that are of interest to us, 
we keep the collective, pair description throughout, including when R  — ► oo. 
No reference to individual electrons is made, no single ionization thresholds or 
single electron quantum numbers invoked. The only relevant ionization limit 
is the one of double ionization when the ’’grand parental ion” (in our case, the 
bare nucleus) and the pair of electrons mutually separate to infinity (R  — > oo). 
In the adiabatic-hyperspherical method, it has been recognized that the succes­
sive potential wells in R that converge to successive single ionization thresholds 
show avoided crossings with each other. An important sequence of crossings 
has a locus in R which tracks the ridge line of the potential in (1.4). Couplings 
between potential curves along this locus has been recognized as providing an 
’’excitation ladder” to high excitation [42]. A diabatic tracing of the potential 
along this locus would also provide a single potential well that converges finally 
to the double ionization limit. Such a procedure of arriving at this well through 
first calculating adiabatic potential wells and then including non-adiabatic cou­
plings between them seems, however, hopelessly cumbersome and impractical, 
particularly when we are interested in high lying states. As with all Coulomb 
problems, the various thresholds N pile up closer and closer together and the
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number of adiabatic potentials and couplings grows explosively large. A more 
direct approach to calculating potentials that converges to the double ionization 
limit is desirable and this is what we address in this chapter.
4.2 Pair Analysis of Two Electron States
The different scaling in R of the angular kinetic energy and the poten­
tial in (3.4) makes the two-electron equation non-separable in hyperspherical 
coordinates just as it is in independent particle coordinates. The adiabatic- 
hyperspherical method proceeds by seeking eigenstates of A2+RC in (3.4) at 
each R. Typically, a basis of products of one-electron functions is employed, 
and to speed convergence at large R this product is chosen so as to converge to 
single-ionization thresholds. Instead, we proceed as follows. Each A manifold 
(except for A =  0) is degenerate and this degeneracy increases with A. We diag- 
onalize C(a, ffi2) within each A manifold. The eigenvectors are simultaneously 
eigenstates of A2 and C(a,  #12). They provide at each R a basis for expansion 
of the full wave function \f(i?, fl), with radial functions F ( R ) as the expansion 
coefficients. The eigenvalues of A2 and C(a,  $12) provide diagonal potential 
terms (wells) in the resulting radial equations for F(R).  These potential wells 
converge to E=0 as R  — > 00, that is, to the double ionization limit.
In this chapter, we restrict ourselves to L=0. Although algebraically 
more involved, the extension to other L values is straightforward and we will 
return to it in the next chapter. The L=0 case has the merit of making our 
procedure and the form of its results more transparent. In this case, we have 
h = h = h and reduces to just the two angular pair coordinates, a  and 
6 1 2 , with Y becoming
9 / 4 - 1
Y ul=m = 0 =  ( - ) 'H r H ^ ( c o s 0 12). (4.1)
4 7T
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The functions $  and <j> become identical, and in A =  2(1 +  n rc), nrc takes 
even(odd) values for S=0(1); correspondingly A/2 is even(odd) for l+S  even(odd). 
The normalized eigenfunctions of A2 for L — 0 are, therefore,
$nrci(a >01 2 ) =  ( - ) ,-/Vnrcjsm/ o;cos, Q:Pi^2’,+ 2)(cos2Q:)Pi(cos012), (4.2)
i\r  —  o2(wrc+n+i  ( rarc +  Q!  r2 ( 2 / +  l ) r o r c i ( n rc +  2 / +  l ) ! ( w re +  /  +  1 ) ^ / 2
"rc' (2nrc +  2/ +1)! 7r J ’
(4.3)
where P ^1'^  is a Jacobi Polynomial (equivalently, a Gegenbauer or Ultraspher- 
ical Polynomial [95]) and P/ is a Legendre Polynomial.
4.2.1 D iagonalization  a t F ixed  A With the eigenfunctions in 
(4.2) for a degenerate manifold of A =  2(1 +  nTC), we diagonalize the effective 
charge operator C(a,012). The required matrix elements are
rf
< nTCl\C(a, 0i2) |n'rJ ' >  ~  /  sin2 a  cos2 ad a
Jo
x I  sin0i2d0i2$„rc/$ n/.c//C(a,0i2). (4.4)
J 0
The matrix elements can be calculated numerically. The eigenvalues C \q  of 
this matrix are tabulated for XS  and 3S  states of He (Z=2 in (3.6)) in Tables 4.1 
and 4.2, respectively, for A <  20, and a representative sample of 1S  eigenvalues 
are plotted in Fig. 7 for H ~(Z=l). In each of these presentations, the 
eigenvalues divide into two groups as A runs through alternate even integers 
and, correspondingly, l + S  is alternately even and odd. The eigenvalues are 
labeled by Q = 0 ,1,2,..; the maximum value of Q is (A — 2)/4 for odd values 
of A/2 whereas it is A/4 for XS  and (A — 4)/4 for 3S  for even values of A/2.
The eigenvalues have been plotted in Fig. 7 as continuous curves 
although Q only takes discrete integer values, in order to show the shape of
Table 4.1. Eigenvalues of effective charge operator C \q  for 1S  states of He with 
A <  20.
A \Q 0 1 2
0 -5.5902
2 -4.6995
4 -4.3895 -8.44130
6 -4.2075 -6.55930
8 -4.0823 -5.86720 -9.7461
10 -3.9856 -5.4866 -7.5756
12 -3.9077 -5.2413 -6.7084
14 -3.8416 -5.0663 -6.2114
16 -3.7848 -4.9339 -5.8832
18 -3.7344 -4.8288 -5.6466
20 -3.6894 -4.7427 -5.4667
-10.6039
-8.2981
-7.3343 -11.2443
-6.7657 -8.8603
-6.3825 -7.8355 -11.7555
Table 4.2. Eigenvalues of effective charge operator C \q  for 3S' states of He with 
A < 20.
A\Q 0 1 2 3 4
2 -7.4392
4 -5.8854
6 -5.3460 -9.1863
8 -5.0529 -7.1350
10 -4.8632 -6.3421 -10.2152
12 -4.7264 -5.8958 -7.9703
14 -4.6212 -5.6040 -7.0499 -10.9465
16 -4.5364 -5.3949 -6.5138 -8.5992
18 -4.4658 -5.2363 -6.1556 -7.6028
20 -4.4054 -5.1107 -5.8956 -7.00845
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Figure 7. Results of numerical diagonalization of the potential in (4.4) are 
shown as continuous curves, dashed(solid) for A/2 even(odd). Crosses give 
maximum eigenvalues as given by the approximate, analytical expressions in 
(4.6) and (4.9).
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Figure 8: The lowest eigenvector distribution in (a, Q\v) space with A=20.
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Figure 9: The lowest eigenvector distribution in (a, 0i2) space with A=18.
Figure 10: The highest eigenvector distribution in (a , #12) with A=20.
Figure 11: The highest eigenvector distribution in (a, #i2) with A=18.
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their distribution at each A. In particular, these plots are strikingly similar 
to other diagonalizations when an external perturbation mixes states of de­
generate atomic manifolds (Appendix A) [84,96] . As in those examples, the 
extreme eigenvectors have special features and this is shown in Figs. 8 ,9, 10 
and 11 which plot their distribution in (a, 6 \2) space. The lowest eigenvector of 
C(a ,912), that is, the deepest potential providing therefore strongest binding, 
shows (Figs. 8 and 9) a concentration around a  ~  7r/2  and 0. This eigenvector 
is substantially independent of 012 for even A/2 (Fig. 8), whereas for odd A/2 
(Fig. 9) it shows a concentration around 6 1 2  — 0 and 7r and a  ~  0 and 7t / 2. 
On the other hand, the highest eigenvector of C(a, 6 1 2 ) exhibits (Fig. 10 and 
11) a concentration around a  ~  7r/4  and 0i2 7r and 0, the distribution of the 
eigenvector being symmetric around 6 1 2  — ?r/2 for even A/2  and antisymmetric 
for odd A/2.
4.2.2 A na ly tica l R esu lts  for th e  E x tre m e  E igenvalues Sim­
ple but quite accurate analytical expressions for the extreme eigenvalues follow 
upon observing that the matrix elements of C in (4.4) are dominated by the 
diagonal terms. Table 4.3 documents this for a representative A. It follows 
that the extreme eigenvalues are well approximated by the diagonal matrix 
elements in (4.4) with highest and lowest values of I (correspondingly, the low­
est and highest values of nrc). Indeed, the symmetries noted in the previous 
paragraph and in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 of the extreme eigenvectors reflect the 
symmetries of the function $  in (4.2) with highest and lowest allowed I. In 
either of these cases, $  in (4.2) takes a simple form and the matrix element 
can be evaluated analytically. Since it is of less interest, we do not record here
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Table 4.3: Matrix elements of C(a,  #12) in A=12 subspace.
|600 > |422 > |244 > |066 >
|600> -10.5964 -0.1575 0.7466 -0.5910
|422> -0.1575 -6.6764 -0.2239 0.1488
j 244> 0.7466 -0.2239 -5.1992 -0.2915
|066> -0.5910 0.1489 -0.2915 -3.9892
the largest eigenvalue (least nrc) which corresponds to least attraction. But 
the most attractive potentials can be obtained as follows.
Considering 1S  symmetry, when A/2 is even, the lowest eigenvalue of 
C is approximated by the matrix element in (4.4) with / =  0, nrc =  A/2. The 
wave function in (4.2) reduces to
*  / g sin(A+ ? .)a  (4 .5)
V 7r sin 2a
This gives
* <  | a , 0 | C | | a , 0 > =  +  (4 .6 )
where [k/2] is the integer part of k/2. This value in (4.6), which can be thought 
of as an effective charge, can be simplified further, particularly for large A
Cxx/4 ^  —(~)[Z(7 +  M4A +  10)) - a/ 2 ( 0 . 6 2 ) ] ,  (4.7)7r
where 7 =0.57721 is Euler’s constant.
For an odd A/2, the lowest eigenvalue of C is approximated by the 
matrix elements in (4.4) with / = 1, nrc =  (A — 2)/2. The wavefunction in 
(4.2) reduces to
$  =  - A  COS2^12 [(nre +  3) sin 2(nTC +  l ) a  -  (nrc +  1) sin 2(nrc +  3)a], (4.8)sin 2a:
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where A =  \ / 6 /[(nrc +  3)(nrc +  l)^]1^ 2. We obtain a similar but somewhat 
more complicated expression than (4.6) involving analytical sums for
C\< a —2)/4 =i < ± \ - l , l l C ( a , 0 1 2 ) l l ; \ - l , l > = - A 2 j ( n rc + l ) 2 (n„ + 3) 2
7 l r c " l" 2  T ir e  I
Xt2 E  E  E l b(nrc +  3, j )b(nrc +  1, k) r-_
j = l  k - 1  1=1 i )
T ir e  T ir e  1
-  E  E  E  b(.nrc + 1 , j)b(nTC +  1, k )— — —
j = i k = n = i  1)
nrc+2 nrc+2 k+j
~  E  E  E  K nro +  3, j)b(nrc +  3, k) . — - - ]
i=i fc=i i=i
A 2 (nrc +  3)2(nrc +  l ) 2
3
nrc-4-2 lire k + j  cy —1 + 1 /2
x t2 E  E  E  6K c  +  3,j)b(nrc + 1, k)
j = 1 k = l  /= 1  \ A l  1 )
T ir e  T ir e  k + j  2 ~ l + l / 2
- E E E  Knrc +  1 , j )Knrc +  h k ) - —  -f 
j = 1 fc=l /=1 1
n r c + 2  n r c + 2  k + j  n - l + 1 / 2
“ E  E  E l b(nrc + 3,i)6(nrc +  3, k) _  ]
j = l  fc=l /=1 M  1
, 2A2(n,.c + ! )* („ „  +3)*
+ [ /   ^ b(nrc -f-1, k)b(nrc -f~1, j)
1 0  k = i j = i
. 2k +  2j  +  l * l £ 1 2-'+>/2
1 +  2 £  2 / ^ 7 '
^ r c + 2  J1<rc“f '2
+  E  E  b(nrc + 3J)b(nrc +  3, k)(2~k~3~3/2
k = l  j = l
2k +  2j +  1 2 -z+1/2
+  2 ^  2 /  — 1
T ir e  H r c 4 * 2
~ 2 E  E  Knrc + l-,k)b(nrc + 3,j)(2~l~:i~3/2
+ “ ± i ± i * g , ^ ) (4 .9)
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where b ( n , i )  =  ( — l)*(4n2 —  22)(4ra2 — 42)....(4n2 — 4*2)/(2 i +  1)!. For large A, 
we have analogous to (4.7)
Ca(a-3)/4 =i - | [ Z (7 +  +  10)) -  (Z +  1)]. (4.10)
These values provided by the simple analytical expressions in (4.6) and (4.9) 
are marked by crosses on Fig. 7 to show that they provide an excellent ap­
proximation to the most negative eigenvalue.
4.2.3 An Analytical Pair-Rydberg Formula A first approx­
imation to radial equations for the pair of electrons is provided by inserting 
the lowest eigenvalue of C for each A into (3.4). This provides potential wells,
[ / ( i J ) = (A± l | A ± l )  +  C ( 4 n )
with the effective charge C drawn from (4.6) and (4.9). As sketched in Fig.
12, these potential wells converge to the double ionization limit. Each well de­
scribes a six-dimensional Coulomb problem and supports an infinity of discrete 
states. Singling out the lowest of these in each well provides a sequence of pair 
states described by the Rydberg expression
Ex = ~2(A +  | ) 2 ’ (4' 12^
where the 5/2 in the denominator is characteristic of the six-dimensions of the 
pair’s hyperspherical space. For A =  0,4,8..., this Rydberg formula provides 
the approximation for what could be loosely described as the N s2 configuration, 
and for A =  2,6,10... for the Np2 configuration.
In Table 4.4 we compare the results obtained from this simple analyti­
cal expression with those from other theoretical calculations for the lowest ridge 
states in H~ and He. The results of Ho and Ho and Callaway [51] represent
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Figure 12. Potential Wells U(R)=<^ $ * 5/2> +  with A = 0 ,4 ,8 ,1 2 ,1 6 ,2 0 ,  
24,28,32 and Z=2.
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Table 4.4. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (4.12) for He.
n ( K , T ) i  
1(0, 0)+ 
2(1, 0)+ 
3(2,0)+ 
4(3,0),+ 
5(4,0)+ 
6(5,0)J
Present
-2.50000
-0.84135
-0.43006
-0.26700
-0.18447
-0.13633
Ref. 48
-2.89065
-0.77305
-0.35290
-0.2013
-0.12995
-0.09075
the best available from large numerical calculations with a basis of indepen­
dent electron functions, whereas those of Rost and Briggs [48] represent the 
only calculation other than ours which also has a potential well converging to 
the double ionization limit. (They obtain this curve through scaling from the 
molecular H£  potential.) Our results are not as accurate as those obtained by 
these other authors for the low lying states. Our method is really adapted to 
describe the very highest states and we compare with the low ones only because 
they are the only data available (experimental data is even more sparse). Also, 
in the next section we will improve on our results in Table 4.4 by coupling 
multiple values of A, but the specific distinction of the present results is the 
analytical Rydberg expression in (4.12). It is noteworthy that the dependence 
on the quantum number A is not just in the Bohr-Rydberg A-2 form but also 
through the dependence of the charge on A as given in (4.7) and (4.10). This 
slow logarithmic enhancement of the binding over the standard Rydberg value 
may be related to the overlapping of manifolds that has been observed in ex­
periment [4-24] and in theoretical calculations [82] which group states below
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successive parental ionization thresholds (the parental threshold energies follow 
a standard Rydberg trend).
4.2.4 Coupled Potential W ells Retaining only the lowest eigen­
value at each A and considering each independently to give the potential in
(4.12) is, of course, only a gross first approximation, and not expected to be 
accurate because of all the couplings that have been ignored. We proceed now 
to the next stage of off-diagonal coupling in A. To take full account of this 
coupling we would have to consider several A manifolds and all the eigenvec­
tors in each, and evaluate matrix elements of C(a,012) between them. But, as 
in the adiabatic hyperspherical method, where the lowest potential wells seem 
to play a dominant role [30, 74,81-83] , we will also continue to retain only 
the lowest eigenvalue for each A. But we will now calculate the off-diagonal 
matrix elements C\\ t between them. With the wave functions given in (4.5), 
these off-diagonal terms can also be evaluated analytically to give an expression 
analogous to (4.6),
_ 8z  _ i _  y S  ^ ) + 2
7T ^  2fc — 1 7T 2k — 1’ (4-13)
f c = i | A — A ' | + l  k = f  | A - A ' | + 1  Zk
~  ln X +  A' +  5 (4 14)
-  T r ^ A - A ' i  +  r  1 j
Here (4.14) entails a further approximation for large A and A' as before (a 
further small correction may be included if |A — A'| is not large). Similarly with 
the wavefunction given in (4.8), we can get the off diagonal terms for odd A/2;
AA'
< \ ' \C(ol, ^12) |A > = ----—  Z(nrc -(- \){nrc +  3)(n'rc -f l)(w[.c +  3)
Hrc‘f2  n rc k + j  j
E I 2 6K c  +  3 , i ) 6 « c -f 1,^)-
j =1 k—1 1=1 1
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n r c ~^~^ t i r e  ^ " l " i  1
+ £  1 2 ' I l b(nrc + ^ j ) b(nrc +-l , k ) —--- -
j = 1  f c = l  Z = 1  4 1  —  1
firc r^c 1
£  £  £  6(” rc +  l , i ) K n rc +  !* fc);
i= i jfc=i 1=1 1
Wrc+2 fc*fi -j
~  £  £  £ 6K c  +  3 ,j)& K c +  3 ,& W — ]
j = i  fc= i i = i  z ‘ 1
AA'
H— —  (nrc +  l)(«rc +  3 )(n 'c +  l) (« r C +  3)
n rc+ 2  n'TC k+j o - Z + l / 2
[ £  £ S & K c  +  3 , i ) 6 « c  +  l , A : ) — — -  
j = l  fc= l 1=1 1
Tire cy—Z + l/2
+  £  £ E i K c  +  3 , i ) 6 K  +  l , ^ b — r
i= i a=i 1=1 ^  1
t i r e  t ^ r c  k+j 0 - / + 1 / 2
“  £  £  £  6 ( « r c  +  l , i ) K < c  + 1 ,  * 0 ^ 7 — r  
i = l  Jk=l 1=1 41 — 1
n r c + 2  n rc+ 2  fc+j o - Z + 1 /2
-  £  £  X ] &Kc +  3 ,j)b(n'rc +  3, &) ■ — ■-3
i = i  fc= i 1=1 I
2AA'
+ “Yg-(«rc +  l)(n rc +  3 ) « c +  1 ){n'rc +  3)
t i r e  t l r c
x [ £ £ 6K c  +  l , j ) b ( r i rc +  1, A;)(2_fc_J~3/2 
j = 1 k=1
2k + 2j  +  1 2~l+1/2 ,
i=i
+ -------- i—  y  )
o 2/ — 1
Hrc“f"2 r^c"^ ^
+  £  £  K n rc +  3 , j ) 6 ( n ' c +  3, k)(2~k~3~3/ 2 
j = i  f c = i
2 A: +  2j  +  1 2_/+1/ 2
+  2 £7  2 1  - 1  ^
Tire wrc"^ ^
- E E  +  i + W < ! + 3,jO P - * ^ - 3' 2
f c = l  ,7 = 1
2k  +  2j  +  1 k1 ^ 1 2 " ,+1/ 2 
2 2 /  -  1 ’
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^ V c  7 lrc~ f ~2
- E E  H<« +  M )6 (n „  +  3 ,4)(2-1- ’- 3' 2
fc=l j = l
24 +  2;  +  1 2-'+>/3
+ ------ 2-------- g  2 T T )1- (4-15)
Proceeding in this manner, by retaining A values from 0 to some 
Amax and diagonalizing the matrix given by (4.6) and (4.13) at each R, gives 
potential wells Un (R) as shown in Fig. 13. These calculations which require 
diagonalization of 31x31 matrices are numerically straightforward because the 
matrix elements themselves are calculated analytically. In Fig. 13, a mesh for 
R with 1600 points was chosen and the calculation took only a few minutes 
on the IBM 3090 computer. To solve for the eigenvalues of doubly excited 
states, the eigenvectors obtained above at each R provide a basis ^/v(R; H) for 
expansion of the full wave function in (3.4)
* (j?, n) = £  fn(r)MR-, fi)- (4.16)
N
Inserting this into the Schrodinger equation in (3.4) leads as usual, and as in 
the close-coupling or adiabatic hyperspherical schemes, to coupled equations for 
F(R).  The coupling between different N is provided by the matrix elements 
< iI>n\jr\4 >N' > and < >• In this chapter, we drop all these
couplings off-diagonal in N in which case the eigenvalue problem reduces to 
that of calculating the states in each potential well in Fig. 13 independently
l ~  -  Un(R) + E } ^ / 2 FN(R) = 0. (4.17)
Eigenvalues obtained in this manner for H~ and He are shown in 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 for even A/2  and Tables 4.7 and 4.8 for odd A/2 and they 
represent improvements over the similar numbers in Table 4.4. The coupling 
of different A converges quickly, as shown in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 which contrast
U
m
(R
)
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Figure 13. Potential curves by diagonalizing the matrix given by (4.6) and
(4.13) with the same A values as in Fig. 12, but mutually coupled together.
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Table 4.5. Eigenvalues for the H  (1S'e(l)) calculated by equation (4.17), upon
coupling even values of A/2 up to Amaa,=120.
H~ XS
n(K, T)ft present Ref. 81 Ref. 69 Ref. 51 Ref. 49
1(0 , 0)3 -0.52374 -0.52590
2(1, 0)+ -0.13068 -0.14879 -0.14632 -0.14878 -0.14864
3(2,0)3 -0.05786 -0.0696 -0.06901 -0.06900 -0.06901
4(3,0)+ -0.03218 -0.03993 -0.03965 -0.03960 -0.03961
5(4,0)3 -0.02019 -0.0260 -0.02570 -0.02553
6(5,0)3 -0.01365 -0.01821 -0.01800
7(6,0)+ -0.00971 -0.13525 -0.01333
8(7,0)3 -0.00718 -0.01042 -0.01203
9(8,0)+ -0.00546 -0.00827 -0.00814
10(9,0)+o -0.00426
ex£L
-0.14864[19]
-0.06875[19]
Table 4.6. Eigenvalues for the He  (15'e(l)) calculated by equation (4.17), upon 
coupling even values of A/2  up to Amai7=120.
He 1S
present Ref. 48 Ref. 51 Ref. 81 exp.
1(0 , 0)+ -2.90582 -2.89065 -2.8954 -2.90372
2(1, 0)+ -0.75335 -0.77305 -0.77696 -0.7721 -0.77799[8]
3(2,0)+ -0.33894 -0.35290 -0.35354 -0.3529
4(3,0)+ -0.19037 -0.20130 -0.20105 -0.20122
5(4,0)3 -0.12030 -0.12995 -0.13028
6(5,0)3 -0.08170 -0.09075 -0.09084
7(6,0)+ -0.05830 -0.06695 -0.0675
8(7,0)3 -0.04320 -0.05140
9(8,0)+ -0.03295 -0.04073
10(9,0)f„ -0.02570 -0.03306
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Table 4.7. Eigenvalues for the H  (1iS'e(2))calculated by equation (4.17), upon
coupling odd values of A/2 up to Xmax=120.
H~ 1S(2)
< K ,T )% present Ref. 69 Ref. 51 Ref. 49 Ref. 81
2( - l , 0)+ -0.12343 -0.12594 -0.12585
3(0,0)3 -0.05425 -0.05778 -0.05777 -0.0558
4(1,0)* -0.02961 -0.0343 -0.34725 -0.03469
5(2,0)* -0.01881 -0.23315 -0.02317
6(3,0)* -0.01204 -0.16665 -0.01661
7(4,0)* -0.00894 -0.01252 -0.12505
8(5,0)+ -0.00652 -0.00972 -0.00975
9(6,0)* -0.00490 -0.00775 -0.0078
10(7,0)*„ -0.00376
Table 4.8. Eigenvalues for the He  (1S'e(2))calculated by equation (4.17), upon 
coupling odd values of A/2  up to Xmax=120.
He l S{2)
n(K ,T ) t , present Ref. 81 Ref. 51
2( - l , 0)J -0.64470 -0.60530 -0.62192
3(0,0)+ -0.30562 -0.30719 -0.31745
4(1,0)* -0.17572 -0.18327 -0.18785
5(2,0)* -0.11360 -0.12103
6(3,0)* -0.07920 -0.08572
7(4,0)* -0.05094
8(5,0)+ -0.04301
9(6,0)* -0.03417
10(7,0)+„ -0.02594
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Table 4.9. Eigenvalues for He calculated by equation (4.17), with even values
of A/2 and Xmax=320  and Amaa;=480.
n ( K , T ) i
1(0, 0) t  
2(1, 0)2 
3(2,0)3 
4(3,0)4 
5(4,0)? 
6(5,0)? 
7(6,0)? 
8(7,0)? 
9(8,0)?
10(9,0)+10
A max — 320
-2.90595
-0.75379
-0.34010
-0.19250
-0.12350
-0.08570
-0.06270
-0.04770
-0.03740
-0.03000
A max — 480
-2.90595
-0.75381
-0.34016
-0.19269
-0.12374
-0.08604
-0.06318
-0.04827
-0.03800
-0.03063
results for Amaa;=320 and 480. As expected, the lower states converge more 
quickly, and remain unaffected as the calculation embraces larger A. A further 
slight shift takes place in the eigenvalues upon coupling all values of A/2 to­
gether, even and odd. These are displayed in Table 4.11, indexed by a pair 
principal quantum number v and the pair quantum number v (=  ( N —K —l ) / 2 ) 
which describes angular correlations [35,74].
4.3 D iscussion
In this chapter, we have shown that the diagonalization at fixed A 
can be carried out once and for all and even simple analytical expressions 
derived for the dominant eigenvalues. Extension to non-diagonal couplings 
in A is also almost as straightforward. We have presented evidence that the 
resulting potential wells Un (R) and basis function i^ n (R-,Q,) already give a 
good accounting of the organization of doubly excited states into sequences 
converging to the double ionization limit, along with their energy positions.
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Table 4.10. Eigenvalues for He calculated by equation (4.17), with odd values 
A/2 and Amai= 320 and ^rnax -~480.
n ( K , A max — 320 A max = 480
2(—1, 0)2 -0.64471 -0.64471
3(0,0)t  -0.30562 -0.30562
4(1,0)J -0.17575 -0.17575
5(2,0)5" -0.11370 -0.11370
6(3,0)e -0.07945 -0.07946
7(4,0)£ -0.05859 -0.05862
8(5,0)g -0.04492 -0.04498
9(6,0)9 -0.03550 -0.03561
Table 4.11. Eigenvalues for the He calculated by coupling even and odd values 
of A/2  together with Amox=120.
v_ v present
1 0 -2.92688
2 0 -0.81327
2 1 -0.60447
3 0 -0.37117
3 1 -0.27919
4 0 -0.20968
4 1 -0.01587
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The next step of the program will be to consider the major couplings that have 
been left out, namely those arising from derivative terms ^  and between 
the tf>N basis states. We will return to this in the next chapter, but note that 
the numerical procedure to handle coupled equations in a single variable R is 
now standard. We will also extend the calculations to states of symmetry other 
than the 15' we have considered in this chapter.
C H A PTER  5
ELECTRO N-PAIR ANALYSIS FOR DOUBLY EXCITED RIDG E  
STATES II: L =1  
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we restricted ourselves to the L=0 case when 
the equations (3.8)-(3.11) simplify dramatically as in (4.1)-(4.3). The equations 
are algebraically more complicated when 7 ^  0. When L = l, two cases arise 
: if 7i 7^  /2 with |/i — /2| =  1, then A (=  7i +  /2 +  2nrc) and the states have 
odd parity, whereas if 7i =  /2 , then A (— h  +  72 -f 2nrc) and the states have 
even parity. In the next section, we will discuss even and odd parity states 
separately.
5.2 Calculational Procedure
5.2.1 P° States In 1 P° states, the two individual angular mo­
menta l\ and /2 are not equal, and, Y/j/2i0 does not simplify as in the L = 0 
case. The wavefunction in this case is
^nrchh (^) = ^ [ ^ n rcii/2lo(^) +  ( — )nrC+S^ nrc/2blo(^)]) (5.1)
with S  =  0 for singlet states and £> =  1 for triplet states. Since the cou­
pled spherical harmonics does not have a simple analytical expression, the
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calculation of the matrix elements becomes more complicated than before. The 
matrix elements in each A subspace are
< ^nrc/1/a(n)|C'(Q!,tfi2)|$„{.c/J/»(ft) > • (5.2)
It is useful to divide the charge operator into
C(a,012) = U(a) + W (a ,d  12), (5.3)
with
U(a) = Z  Z
cos a  sin a  ’
W{a,912) =  [1 — sin 2a cos 012] (5.4)
Then
< ^nrc/i/2|C,(Q:)^12)|^<ci'/' > = J  J  d£lC(a, 9i2)$nrcl1l2®n'rcl'1l,2
+ j  j  dilWia*  (5.5)
We have dropped the indices S, 7r, L and M because these values are already 
fixed. Only the second term in (5.5) involves the coupling between the coupled 
spherical harmonics. We will briefly outline how to calculate this coupling.
Expanding W(ol, 612) into multipoles in 612 in the form
[1 — sin2G:cos012]~1/,2 =  y~) —-  Pfc(cos fl12), 0 <  a  <  —,
cosc* 4
= f <a < | ,  (5.6)
we define A[k, l\, /2, /(, l2] as follows
A[k, /1, /2, l[, l2] =  < ^/i/2lo|-f>A:(cOS di2)|I//'/'xo >
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=  (_)4+/2+l < /1||Crfc||Zi > <  /2||C7*||Z' > 
l\ l2 L
x (5.7)
where
/
and
/2 A* /j
< >= (-)V(2fc + l)(2!j + 1)
\
(5.8)
\
is a 3 - j symbol. If /,• +  k +  lj = 2g, g an integer and it has
0 0 0 /
also satisfied the triangular relation A (/,&/,), the 3 - j symbol can be evaluated 
[93-94] as in (3.16)
1  U k lj ^
0 0 0
(->
(2*7 -  2/f)!(2flf -  2 k)\(2 g -  2 lj)\ g'-
(2g + i)l (g -  li)l(g -  k)\(g -  lj)V 
(5.9)
h l2 L } .
> is a 6-j symbol
1'2 l[ k J
as defined in (3.19)-(3.22). Using such standard expressions for these symbols 
[93-94], we get
If /; +  k +  lj =  2g +  1, the 3 - j symbol is zero.
A [ k , h , h M \  =  (-)';+>+«+»+<. ^ ( 2 J, +  1)(2(2 +  l) (2 ( i  +  1)(21'2 +  1)
A (29i + 1)!
X .
{2 gl - 2 h)\{2 g1 - 2 k)\(2 g1 - 2 V1)\
x
x
9T-
(.91 ~ h)\{gx ~  k)\(gj -  /')!
(2g2 -  2 l2 )\(2 g2 -  2 k)\(2 g2 -  2/')!
(2 <72 +  1)!
9 2 '-
( 9 2  ~  k ) \ ( 9 2  -  k)\(g2 -  V2)\TV, B ( X ) ,
(5.10)
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Table 5.1. Eigenvalues of effective charge operator C\q for 1 P° states of He, 
where A <  11.
A\Q 0
1 -5.35011
3 -4.62453 -6.92450
5 -4.33924 -5.80663 -7.55965
7 -4.16930 -5.34584 -6.26637 -8.31188
9 -4.05000 -5.07998 -5.71090 -6.87170 -8.70776
11 -3.95790 -4.90139 -5.38690 -6.22412 -7.19248 -9.21080
where gi =  (/i +  l[ + k ) / 2, g2 =  (l2 +  l2 +  k ) /2, and
n m  , |X, X ( X  + l ) ( X - 2 k - l ) ( X - 2 k) t  
1 1 '  1 l(2(1 - i ) 2/1(2;, +  i) (2/ ; - i ) 2/;(2/; +  i ) 1 ’ '
if X  = k -f- l\ +  l[, l2 =  l\ — 1 and V2 =  l[ — 1 and the same expression with 
subscripts 1 replaced by 2 if X  =  k +  /a +  /J +  2, l2 = +  1, V2 =  -f 1, whereas
7? m  f 'X, ( ^ - 2n ) ( ^ - 2< i - l ) ( X - 2i1 +  l ) ( X - 2li +  2) t  
'  J W  1 (2/; +  l ) ( 2 / i + 2 ) ( 2 / ; + 3 ) ( 2 / , - l ) 2 ; 1(2(1 + l )  1 ’ '
\i X  = k + li + l^, l2  = lx — l  and 1’2 = l\ +1 , with primed and unprimed entries 
interchanged when X  =  k + l\ +  l[, l2 — l\ +  1 and / ' = / '  — 1.
Inserting the coupling coefficient A into (5.5), and evaluating the a 
integrand numerically, we can diagonalize the matrix in (5.2). The eigenvalues 
C\q of this matrix are tabulated in Table 5.1 and the eigenvalues plotted vs 
the quantum number Q in Fig. 14 for A < 27. The eigenvalues are labeled by 
Q=0,1,...; the maximum value of Q is |(A — 1).
5.2.2 E igenvalues for 1 P° S ta te s  As discussed in the previous 
chapter, the extreme eigenvalues are well approximated by the diagonal matrix 
elements with the lowest and highest nrc values, also now for L = 1 states. In
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-12.0
- 10.0
- 8.0
- 6.0
-4.0
Q
Figure 14. Eigenvalues C \ q for 1 P° states of He at fixed A. Results of numerical 
diagonalization of (5.5) are shown as continuous curves. Crosses give maximum 
eigenvalues as given by the approximate, analytical expression in (5.15).
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either of these cases, $  in (3.9) takes a simple form and the matrix element 
can be evaluated analytically. We are interested only in the lowest eigenvalue 
for each A to get the most attractive potential. This has / i= l ,  /2 =  0, and the 
highest value of nrc =  |(A — 1). When nrc is even, the corresponding states are 
called rc+, and when nrc is odd, the corresponding states are called n_. The 
wavefunction, therefore, reduces to
=  N Xnrc{  ^7— [(nrc +  2)s in 2(nrc +  l)o: +cos asm  2 a
(nrc +  1) sin 2(nrc +  2)a]Fi0io(ri, r2)
_j_(_)nrc+s_ \{nrc +  2) sin 2(nrc +  l)a:
sm ftsm 2«
~ (n rc + 1) sin 2(nrc +  2)a]kbi10(r1, r 2)}, (5.13)
where Nxnrc =  2/[(n rc +  l)(n r c +  2 )t t ]1/2 is the normalization constant. The
evaluation of matrix elements of C
i)/2 = <  $A„„(SJ)|C(c,MI®A»«(f2) > . (5.14)
analytically requires some algebra. The diagonal term is given by
4 Tire j+1 1
C\q=(\-i ) / 2  = —Z —(nrc +  l ) (nrc +  2)[—4 — 4 b(nrc +  1, j )Tf ^^  ' O U   1
/ r  j = 1 k = l  1
t trc + l i + 1  1
“ 4 XI £ > K c + 2
J — 1 1
n r c  n r c  j + k + 1 -j
~XIXI XI b(nrc + l,k)b(nrc + l ,k) — -
j = i  f c = i  i = i  1 1  1
«rc + 1 Tlrc+1  j+fc+X j
XI XI XI b(nrc T  2 ,  j^)b{nrc -}- 2 ,  &) .
j = l  A : = l  i = l
Tire Hrc"!"! 1
2 XI X3 XI &K c  +  l , j ) & K c  +  2 , A ; ) - — —
,=i k=i i=i 13
T ir e  T ir e  1
+ XI XI Knrc + l,j)b(nrc + 1>)-^——
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H-rc +  l  7 lr c + l  -1
+  J2  EE K n rc +  2,j)b(nrc + 2, k)—-
j = l  k = l  +  Z k  +  1
Tlr c  -1
“ 2E E  K n r c  + l,j)b{nrc + 2,k)————-]
j = i  k = l  Z j  -f- Z /c  -f- I
4
+ - ( n rc +  l)(nrc +  2)[-2>/2
n r c  3 + 1  o - A : + l / 2
“ 4 E  EE 6K c  + l,i)-r r  r
j = i  f c = i z / e  —  a.
ra rc+ l J + 1 O - k + 1 / 2
_ 4 EE EE Knrc +  2, j ) —-  —
j = 1 k = 1 L K  1
7lrc H-rc n —z* |- l/2
“ S E E  IE 6(wrc +  l,i)6(«rc +  l,A:)-r:---r
j = l  fc = l 4= 1  Z2 —  I
> lr c + l H rc+ 1  j + H l  q —1 + 1 /2
“  EE EE XI---6(n rc +  2,i)6(rarc +  2,A:)—----
j  =  1 & =1 { =  1 1
n rc H rc+ 1  i+ fc + 1  q _ j- |-1 /2
_ 2 EE £  IE---% r C +  l , i ) K nrc +  2,A:)— --------------
i = l  Ar=l i = l  J-
nrc 7irc 2~j— 1/2
+  IE IE 6(n>-c +  l,i)6 (n rc +  1, fc)—S S  v ™ , / 2j. +  2fc +  1
T irc  +  1 Tlr c  +  1 2 ~ A : —J — 1 / 2
+ IE X! 6Kc + 2,j)6(nrc + 2,fc)—_
j = l  £ = 1  +  ■£&  +  1
T ire  7 lr c + l  n  —  k — j  —  l / 2
“ 2E E  6("rc +  l , i ) 6 ( n rc +  2,&)-
j '= l  A;=l 2 k  +  2.7 +  1
+ ( - ) n r c ^ r K c  +  1 ) K c  +  2 ) [
Tire Tlrc q — Z-f’l / 2
“ IE IE EE 6 ( n r c  +  l , j ' ) 6 ( n r c  +  l , A ; ) — - - - -
k = 1 j  =  l  4 =  1  Z *  —  1
«rc fc+1 o-J+i/2
~2 EE EE (^nrc + r
i f c = i  j = i  4 7  ~  1
n r c + l  f c + 1  9 - J + l / 2
+2 IE IE Kn»-c + 2, k) — -
k=l j =1 47 ~  1
« r c + l  H r c + 1  i + H l  n — i + \ / 2
+ E  E  £  + 2, l-)6(n„ + 2 -].
fc=l j = l  4=1 Z? — I
(5.15)
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For large A, this expression for the effective charge can be simplified
further as
C \Q = ( \ - i ) /2 a  “ [-£(( 7  ln (4^ +  10)) “  !]• (5 -16)
W ith this effective charge, we have potential wells for each of the A values as 
displayed in Fig. 15.
5.2.3 P e S ta te s  In P e states, the two individual angular mo­
menta li and /2 are equal. The wavefunction in this case is (for M=0)
® £,,W M (n) =  =  1[1 +  ( - l ) s+l+“"]/»™«(o)Kno(fi,<!3). (5.17)
For singlet states, nrc is odd, and for triplet states, it is even. From (3.10) and 
(3.11), we have
3
fnToii(a ) =  -/V„rc/i cos'a  sin* c* 2^1 ( Tlrc-j Tire -4- 2/ +  2 ,1 T —; sin2 a). (5.18)
Fm o(ri,r2) =  Y l  (^ 10Kmi^m2)F;mi(ri)5^m2(r2), (5.19)
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with I 0. Upon diagonalizing the effective charge operator C(a, 0i2) in a A 
subspace, we get eigenvalues for 1 P e states as shown in Table 5.2. The plot of 
the eigenvalues vs the quantum number Q in Fig. 16. The maximum Q value 
is 4(A — 4). The most attractive eigenvalue we are interested in has the highest 
nrc. In 1 P e states, this means nrc = (A — 2)/2, lx = l2 = 1. The wavefunction 
has a simple form
$AnPe(a,0i2) =  . " i  [(nrc +  3)sin2(nre-f l)o;
s i n  2 a
—(nrc +  1) sin 2(nrc +  3)a]5/J/1o(r1, r 2). (5.20)
where
N\nrc — 2/[(nrc +  l)(nrc +  3)7r]1/2. (5.21)
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Figure 15. Potential wells U(R) = iA±3/?XA+5/2) +  with A=l,  3, 5, 7,
9, 11, 13 and Z=2, for XP°.
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Figure 16. Eigenvalues for 1 P e states in He. Results of numerical diagonaliza- 
tion of (5.5) are shown as continuous curves. Crosses give maximum eigenvalues 
as given by the approximate, analytical expression in (5.23).
Table 5.2. Eigenvalues of effective charge operator C \ q  for 1 P e  states of He, 
where A < 24.
A\Q 0 1 2 3 4 5
4 -6.08498
8 -5.17068 -7.32564
12 -4.81808 -5.99767 -8.15896
16 -4.61589 -5.46740 -6.61824 -8.15896
20 -4.47798 -5.16878 -5.96346 -7.10498 -9.29145
24 -4.37441 -4.97164 -5.59152 -6.37359 -7.51786 -9.71256
CXQ=x=± = <  $Anrc(^ )|C '(a ,012|$ Anrc(O) >
The analytical expression is 
- 2 Z
C \ Q = ( \ —4 ) / 4  —  “  { j ^ r c  "H l)(^rc "f" 3)
7 1 rc “f"2  T ir eTl -T* l c «TJ 1
I2  £  E E 6K  +  3 , J > ( » r c  +  M b --------T
3 = 1  k = 1 t = l  1
Tlrc Tlrc 1
- J 2 J 2 J 2  Knrc +  l,j)b(nrc + 1, k)—-----
f c = l  j =  1  i =  1  A l  1
Tirc~l~2 n rc-f2 i
- E E  S 6K c  +  3 , j ) 6 ( n rc +  3,A;)—— -]
k = l  j = l  i = l  L l  1
2
(nrc ~f~ 1 )(^rc T  3)[7r
nrc+ 2  Tlrc ■?+*> O- ^ 1/ 2
2 Y1 ]C SE K"rc + 3,j)b(nrc + 1, A:) ---. _
j = l  A : = l  i = l  *
T lrc  T lrc  k - f - J  p — J - f - 1 / 2
“  £  J2 12 b(nrc +  l , i)6(nPC + 1, k) -■■_
j = 1 f c = l  i = 1 1
n r c + 2  n r c + 2  A : + j  2 - » + l / 2
~  X) 5E S 6K c  +  3 ,j)6(nrc-+  3,A:)—--- ]
j = 1  A r=rl i = l  L %  1
2  TVc Tlrc
-jr^ (rcrc + l)(nrc + 3)[]T] Y^ b(n^  + l,&)&(nrc + 1, j)(2
f c = i  j = i
(5.22)
- k - j - 3 / 2
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2 k +  2 j  +  1 h~¥t1 2 -+ 1/2
2 h i 2 i ~ 1
7lfc"h2 Tlrc"H2
"F X / K nrc +  3, k)b(nrc +  3, j){2 k J 3/,a +
fc=X j=l
2fc +  2j  +  1 2“*+1/2
2 f-T 2z — 12 =  1
Tlrc 7lrc~l-2
- 2 £  £  6K c  +  i , ^ K c  +  3 ,i)(2 - ^ - 3/2 +
A=1 j=l
2 k +  2j +  1 2 - '« /2
— 2—  g  ^ r )] (5 23)
This effective charge can be simplified further for large A as
CXQ=h=± ~ ~ [ Z (7  -  2 +  ln(4A +  10)) + (Z -  1) +  0.15]. (5.24)7T
Using these effective charges, we get the potential wells for each A as shown in 
Fig. 17.
5.2.4 C oupled  P o te n tia l W ells As we did in the previous chap­
ter, in each A subspace we only retain the lowest eigenvalue as a first approxi­
mation. In order to get more accurate results we need to consider the coupling 
between different A. As observed before, in each A subspace only the lowest 
potential wells seem to play a dominant role. Therefore, we will only keep the 
lowest eigenvalue for each A. However, we now also calculate the off-diagonal 
matrix elements between different A
C\\> = <  $ A n jC (a ,0 ) |$ AXe > . (5.25)
For any Xmax, we can diagonalize the matrix given by (5.15) and (5.25) by re­
taining A values from 1 to \ max for 1 P° state and (5.23) and (5.25) by retaining 
A values from 4 to Xmax for 1 P e states at each R value. With the corresponding
U
n
(R
)
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Figure 17. Potential wells U{R) =  with A=4, 8 , 12,
16, 20, 24, 28 and Z=2, for 1P e.
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eigenvalues at each R, we construct the potential wells Un (R) as shown in Fig.
18 for 1P° and Fig. 19 for 1P e states. If we choose \ max=12\ we need to 
diagonalize numerically 61 x 61 matrix elements in l P° case and 30 x 30 in 1P e 
case.
To solve for the eigenvalues of doubly excited states, the eigenvectors 
obtained at each R provide a basis for expansion of the full wave
function in (3.4)
<F(R, ft) =  £  FN( R ) M K ,  «)• (5-26)
N
Inserting this into the Schrodinger equation (3.4) leads to coupled differential 
equations for F(R), or equivalently for G(R) =  R 5G p (R ), we have
E  ] g n ( R ) M R ;  ft) = e  £  g n (R)^n (r ; n).
(5.27)
Mutiplying by ipN>(R; f!) and integrating over 0 , we get
J ^ r \ [W GN(R)SNN' +  <  * ' " 1 ^ "  >  +  <
+Un (R)Gn (R) = EG n (R). (5.28)
The equation can be written as
[(Jjp  +  2 E ) I  -  2U(R) +  W (R)]&(R) = 0. (5.29)
where
and
U(R) =< * , |^  + > ■ (5.30)
W(R) = 2 < > G+ < > • (5.31)
u
N(
R
)
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Figure 18. Potential curves for 1P° by diagonalizing the matrix given by (5.15) 
and (5.25) with A=l, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and Z=2.
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Figure 19. Potential curves for 1P e by diagonalizing the matrix given by (5.23) 
and (5.25) with A=4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and Z=2.
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Table 5.3. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.32) for H  of 1P° ,  where
max —121.
n(K,T)%  
2(0 , 0 )? 
2(0, 1)1 
3 (1 ,0)J  
3(1,1)3+ 
4 ( 2 , 0 ) 3
4(2 , 1)1
5 ( 3 , 0 ) 7  
5 ( 3 , 1 ) J  
6 ( 4 , 0 ) f  
e ( 4 , l ) J
present
-0.48768
-0.12608
-0.11928
-0.05702
-0.05163
-0.03282
-0.02798
-0.02067
-0.01652
-0.01174
Other[Ref.]
-0.12601(82]
-0.12424(82]
-0.06165(67]
-0.05834(67]
-0.03678(82]
-0.03423(63]
-0.02452(82]
-0.02258(81]
-0.01752(82]
H -  1P° 
Ref. 69
-0.12605
-0.12440
-0.06272
-0.05857
-0.03715
Ref. 97 Ref. 49 exp.
-0.12604 -0.12813(17]
-0.124328
-0.06272 -0.06271 -0.06258(20]
-0.05857 -0.05857
-0.03718 -0.03713 -0.03714(20]
-0.03429 -0.03429
-0.02452 -0.02452(20]
-0.02263
-0.01736 -0.01733 [20]
The first approximation ignores all the couplings between different channels to 
get a set of uncoupled differential equations.
[ ^  +  2E -  2Un (R)\G(R) = 0. (5.32)
Each of the potential wells Un (R) converges to the double ionization limit as 
before in the case of XS  states. For each potential well, we can solve equation 
(5.32) numerically. We use the 5th order Runge K utta method to solve this 
equation. The eigenvalues are given in Table 5.3 for H~ and 5.4 He for 1P° 
and Table 5.5 for 1P e states. The 1P° states can be loosely described as 
the NsNp and (N-l)sNp configuration. Similarly 1P e can be described as the 
(N-l)pNp configuration. The more appropriate n( K ,T )$ lables are shown in 
the tables.
Now we discuss the effects of ^  and couplings. The matrix W (R ) 
which appear in (5.29) comes from the R dependence of Because the two
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Table 5.4. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.32) for He of 1P°, where
X  m  n t  — 1 21.
« (K,T)%  
2(0, 0)? 
2(0,1)J
3(1,0)? 
3(1,l ) t  
4(2,0)3" 
4(2,1)4
5 (3 , 0 ) 7  
S( 3 , l ) +  
e ( 4 , 0 ) 7  
e ( 4 , 1 ) J
present
-2.13987
-0.67964
-0.58762
-0.31172
-0.27734
-0.17775
-0.16140
-0.11440
-0.10477
-0.07930
He
Other[Ref.]
-2.12160[81]
-0.6928(70]
-0.59707(70]
-0.33760(81]
-0.27070(81]
-0.19556(82]
-0.16830(81]
-0.12799(82]
-0.11155(81]
-0.08924(82]
P°
Ref. 97
-0.69313
-0.59707
-0.33563
-0.28595
-0.19454
-0.17882
-0.12643
-0.11917
-0.08860
Exp.
-0.69298(3]
-0.33392(9]
-0.1944(7]
-0.1261(7]
-0.0881(7]
Table 5.5. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.32) for He and H  of 1P e, 
where Xmax=120.
He 1P e H~ 1P e
(k , t Yn present Ref. 97 Other[Ref.] present OtherfRef.] Ref. 97
(0,1)5- -0.58398 -0.05625(67] -0.12369
(1, 1)3 -0.27790 -0.27899 -0.05497 -0.0560(49]
(2 , 1)5- -0.16421 -0.16552 -0.03142 -0.03305(49] -0.03132
( 3 , 1 )5 -0.10776 -0.10993 -0.01937 -0.02182
(4j 1)6 -0.07567
(5,1)7 -0.05822
(6 ,1)8" -0.04061
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matrices U  and W  do not commute, they cannot be diagonalized simultane­
ously. But in our case the R dependence comes wholly from the coefficients in 
f!) =  aN\(R)®\nrc(Q)- This property makes the problem much sim­
pler; because < ^ n \4’n ' > =  f>NN', we have < > =  0- Inclusion of the
W (R ) term in the Schrodinger equation gives a positive contribution to the 
energy. When we include this term in Schrodinger equation we will, therefore, 
get an upper bound on the energy. In our case W (R ) can be expressed as
j2 j j
W (R ) = ^ a NX( R ) ^ a N,x(R) + 2 ^ a NX(R)— aN,x(R)— . (5.33)
According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, if we neglect the off- 
diagonal terms in W  (actually these terms are very small, lO-10), the Schrodinger 
equation can be expressed as
{ i t !p + W ( R )  + 2(E - U ( R ) ) \ d ( R ) = 0 . (5.34)
Modifying the Runge Kutta algorithm, and solving equation (5.34) numerically, 
we get the eigenvalues shown in Table 5.6 for He and H~ in 1P° states and 5.7 
in 1P e.
5.3 R esu lts  and  D iscussion
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give the diagonalization results for the effective 
charge operator in a A manifold. Table 5.3 gives the eigenvalues for H~ and
5.4 He for 1P° and Table 5.5 for 1P e, as calculated from (5.32) with individual 
potential wells. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 give the improved results from (5.34) includ­
ing coupling between wells; these are upper bounds on the energies of the 1P° 
and i P e states. Similarly, by coupling A =  1, 3,5....121, l\ =  1, /2 =  0 and S= l, 
we get the eigenvalues for 3P° states, and upon coupling A =  2,6,10....118, 
S= l, l\ =  I2 = 1, and nrc =  (A — 2)/2, we get the eigenvalues for 3P e states.
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Table 5.6. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.34) for He and H~ of 1P° 
state, where \ max =  121 and —  and terms are included.
n(K,T)& He H~
2(0,0)? -2.11552 -0.48620
2(0, 1)+ -0.64131 -0.12446
3(1, 0)2- -0.55077 -0.11799
3 ( 1 , 1 ) 3 -0.28463 -0.05592
4(2, 0 )3 -0.25345 -0.05068
4(2,1)* -0.16262 -0.03180
5(3, 0)4- -0.14761 -0.02710
5(3, 1)* -0.09843 -0.01987
6(4,0)5 -0.09753 -0.01553
6(4,1)* -0.07499 -0.01082
Table 5.7. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.34) for He and H  of lP e, ,o
state, where Xmax =  120 and ^  and terms are included.
He H~
i(0,1)2 -0.57902 -0.12331
(1,1)3 -0.27259 -0.05489
(2,1)4- -0.15997 -0.03067
(3,1)5 -0.10486 -0.01873
(4,1)6 -0.07392 -0.01222
(5 ,1)7 -0.05665
(6 ,l)s -0.03989
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Table 5.8. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.32) for He and H  of 3P°
states, where Xmax =  121.
He 3P° H~ 3P°
.(K ,T)A present Other [Ref.] Ref. 97 present Other [Ref.]
-2.15607 -0.48787
(1,0)7 -0.77875 -0.78196[83] -0.14271
(0,1)7 -0.57371 -0.58281 [83] -0.11912 -0.12425[67]
(2, 0)3 -0.36050 -0.35[69] -0.35038 -0.06712 -0.06828[63]
(1 .1)3- -0.26546 -0.27948 -0.05147 -0.0553[49]
(3,0)7 -0.20473 -0.20008 -0.03839 -0.03959[49]
(2 , 1) ; -0.15275 -0.16514 -0.02784
(3 ,0)7 -0.02438 -0.02568[51]
Ref. 97
-0.03936
-0.02568
Table 5.8 gives the eigenvalues for He and H  in 3P° states and Table 5.9 in
3  p e
Our P° results compare favorably with Ref. 49, 63, 67, 69 and 81- 
83. We also compare our P e results with Ho’s [97] latest results. Our results 
are accurate to the second digit number, because we only retain the dominant 
potential well in each A manifold. The main advantage of our method is that 
it is simple and physically clear. Because we have analytical expressions for 
most of our matrix elements, our calculations are simple and fast, whereas the 
other results we compare with need large scale numerical calculations. We can, 
therefore, easily to extend to very high lying doubly excited states. Because 
there is no other data to compare with, we do not report the results here. This 
method can also be extended to higher L states, with the only added difficulty 
that analytical expressions for matrix elements are more complicated. Another 
direction of improvement would be to include more potential wells in each A 
manifold to yield more accurate eigenvalues.
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Table 5.9. Eigenvalues calculated by equation (5.32) for He and
states, where Amai =  118.
He 3P e H~ 3P e
present OtherfRef.] Ref. 97 present Ref. 51
2(0,1)3 -0.70927 -0.71519(82] -0.12415
s (M ) J -0.34083 -0.33609 -0.05950 -0.06376
4(2,1)3 -0.19628 -0.19444 -0.03459 -0.03723
.(3,1)3 -0.12671 -0.12639 -0.02242 -0.02458
e(4 ,1)3 -0.08794 -0.01468 -0.01738
7(5 , i)3 -0.06394 -0.00985
8(6,1)? -0.04782
9(7,1)3 -0.03454
Ref. 97
-0.06276
-0.037225
-0.024575
C H A PT E R  6
CONCLUSIO NS A N D  FU T U R E  PRO SPECTS
This thesis has presented the first steps in a well defined program 
for calculating doubly excited states through an analysis of the Schrodinger 
equation in pair (hyperspherical) coordinates. Diagonalizing the interaction at 
fixed A, the grand angular momentum in the problem, provides potential wells 
and angular basis functions, described throughout in pair coordinates. In par­
ticular, each of these potential wells converges at large R to the grandparental 
or double ionization limit. The Pair-Rydberg formula can give fairly good 
eigenvalues especially for very high doubly excited states, where data is very 
sparse both theoretically and experimentally. By including the non-diagonal 
couplings involving the derivatives ^  and ^p-, improved results are obtained. 
If we couple more terms in A, the results will be more accurate.
Our method is easy to extend to higher L values, the only difficulty 
lying in that the analytical expressions for matrix elements are more compli­
cated.
In this thesis work, we have restricted ourselves to energy eigenvalues 
for a first investigation. Further work would be to examine wave functions, 
particularly F(R), and use them to calculate matrix elements such as of the 
dipole operator between 1S e and 1P° states. Then it will be possible to compare 
not only the positions of doubly-excited state resonances excited by photoab­
sorption from the ground state but also the oscillator strengths. Similarly by
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computing matrix elements of l / r i 2 between the states and underlying single­
electron continua, the autoionization widths of the resonances can be calcu­
lated. This method may also be extended to the problems of atoms in electric 
and magnetic fields. The added problem is to diagonalize the effective charge 
operator and the external field perturbation in each A manifold.
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A P P E N D IX  A
M A PP IN G  DEG ENERATE PERTUR BATIO N S IN  ATOMS 
ONTO A N  ASYM M ETRIC ROTOR  
A .l  Introduction
In previous chapters, we have focused on doubly excited ridge states. 
As we discussed in chapters 4 and 5, the diagonalization in the grand angular 
momentum A2 manifolds will lead us to get eigenvalues C\q and eigenvectors 
as shown in Fig. 7 and 8, 9, 10 and 11. The plots in Fig. 7 are similar to other 
diagonalization problems in atomic physics, for example, atoms in electric field 
or magnetic field where the perturbations mix degenerate states.
There has been considerable interest in very nonperturbative prob­
lems in atomic structure and dynamics in recent years. Thus the application 
of external, laboratory strength fields, whether electric or magnetic, leads to 
complicated phenomena if the atom is highly excited (a Rydberg state, even 
in a simple atom such as hydrogen) and the external fields then no longer are 
merely perturbative [98-99]. In two or more electron atoms, doubly excited (or 
multiply excited) states again present situations wherein the electron-electron 
interaction is not just perturbative and amenable to treatment as a mean field 
but leads to strong correlation efFects and, therefore, to qualitatively unex­
pected phenomena as discussed in earlier chapters [34,42]. All these are prob­
lems in which the interaction is not weakly perturbative and, at the same time, 
the full Hamiltonian is not separable in any coordinate system. Therefore new
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techniques and insights are called for in understanding the rather rich phenom­
ena that have been observed in these systems. Common elements have come 
to be recognized of these diverse systems, which at first sight appear to be 
independent [100-101].
The understanding of common features is carried a step further here 
by mapping diverse problems onto an asymmetric rotor. The study of this 
rotor has a long history, both in classical [102] and quantum physics [103- 
104]. Its importance has also continually remained in the forefront of the field 
of molecular spectroscopy [105-106] while receding to the background in the 
study of atomic systems. But we wish to point out its direct relevance to the 
atomic phenomena in the above paragraph and to many others [107]. Indeed, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence of coordinates, quantum numbers, and 
the structure of the spectrum between the asymmetric rotor and the many 
physical problems. The angular momentum quantum numbers J  and M  of the 
rotor map onto the principal (n) and orbital momentum (/) quantum numbers, 
respectively, of the atomic problems. Indeed, a primary conclusion of ours 
is that (i) degenerate manifolds {n l} in atomic and nuclear problems behave 
exactly like an angular momentum space, and (ii) several quadratic interactions 
that lift the degeneracy by mixing the different |nl > states may be viewed 
on the common footing of an asymmetric rotor whose eigenstates involve an 
analogous mixing of \ J M  > states.
In the classical limit, which obtains at high J ,  the asymmetric rotor 
has two stable motions associated with the axes corresponding to maximum 
and minimum moments of inertia. Rotation with respect to the intermediate 
third axis is unstable [102]. The existence of two classes of localized states at 
high excitation (large n) in many problems maps into the two stable motions
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of the rotor. The few states in an in-between ’’separatrix” region are identified 
with the third unstable motion. The localization of quantum states has come 
to be recognized as chiefly responsible for very sharp spectral features at high 
excitation. It now finds a natural explanation in terms of a rotor’s motion 
about specific axes.
The Hamiltonian of a general, asymmetric rotor [102,105] is AJ% + 
BJy  +  C Jl- Its diagonalization in a \JM  > basis involves tridiagonal matrices 
or a three-term difference equation. It has been emphasized [100] that such 
structure is characteristic of many problems in atomic and nuclear physics 
wherein a quadratic Hamiltonian mixes degenerate I states of an n manifold. 
When n is large, the difference equation can be cast [96,100] in terms of the 
spheroidal differential equation in a continuous variable u =  (/ +  \ ) /n .  In 
this work, we point out that the matrix elements of the asymmetric rotor are 
also of exactly the same structure in the variable M /( J  +  | )  and therefore, 
that the asymmetric rotor can also be cast in terms of the same universal, 
spheroidal equation. All the consequences that follow from the spheroidal 
structure— in particular, that most states fall into two classes, characterized 
by localized eigenvectors with a characteristic exponential falloff in (—nu2) — 
are, therefore, common to these problem. The two classes are known to be 
linked by a conjugation transformation [96,100], which is now recognized as 
an interchange of the axes with maximum and minimum moments of inertia 
of the rotor. The spheroidal equation is characterized by three constants that 
play the role of the three coefficients A, B and C of the rotor Hamiltonian. 
In the next section we present a table which gathers together in one place all 
the varied problems, and thereby facilitates the viewing of all them on a single 
footing.
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The arrangement of this chapter is as follows. Section A.2 briefly 
summarizes the various problems that have been considered involving diag­
onalization in degenerate manifolds, presenting the matrix elements involved 
in these tridiagonal problems. Section A.3 opens with a simple pedagogical 
example, which was indeed the one that led to an development, namely, di­
agonalization of the component Jx in a \JM  > basis. This almost trivial 
tridiagonal problem not only leads naturally to the next step, the operator J 2, 
which has the same eigenvectors and which provides the entry into the more 
general asymmetric rotor, but it is, in fact, an intimate rendering of an ac­
tual physical problem, namely, the Stark effect in excited states of hydrogen
[108]. Section A.3 then proceeds to the complete asymmetric rotor problem, 
recording matrix elements, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors together with numer­
ical illustrations for a high value of J. Section A.4 provides the mapping of 
the problems in Section A.2 into the asymmetric rotor, with the diamagnetic 
effect, doubly excited states, and two-nucleon quadrupole interaction [100,108] 
as illustrative examples. Section A.5 gives a brief summary of the results.
A .2 T rid iagonal M atrices  For V aried P rob lem s
A .2.1 G enera l S tru c tu re  The interactions we consider gener­
ally have a radial and an angular factor as, for instance, the diamagnetic inter­
action that is proportional to x 2 +  y2 = r2 sin2 0. The former is the dynamical 
part, the latter the geometrical. In a spherical basis |n/m > of the base prob­
lem, selection rules stemming from the angular part connect a state in the 
degenerate manifold only to its nearest neighbors. Thus, in the above exam­
ple, I is connected to /± 2  ( besides the diagonal component), in other problems,
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/ to I ±  1. Thereby the action of the interaction within such degenerate man­
ifolds is analyzed in terms of a three-term difference equation [96,100,109] for 
the eigenvalues E and corresponding eigenvector coefficients {a/},
+  Vidi +  Wi+ia.i+2 — Ea\. (A.l)
In the problems we consider below, the matrix elements are quadratic 
functions of the variable u =  (/ +  |)/re  with a common structure (more on its 
significance below)
Wi+1/2 =  w( 1 -  re2), Vi = vo -  Uire2, (A.2)
where the triplet u>, vq and v\ characterizes the interaction. Our interest in 
high excitation for all these problems means that re is large, and the set of 
points u =  ( /+  f )/re, even though discretely distributed in the interval (0,1), is 
dense, permitting u to be regarded as a continuous one-dimensional coordinate 
in this interval. A simple Taylor expansion of each term in (A.l) permits then 
a recasting of it into the differential equation [96,100]
[(1 — re2)a'(re)]' +  (re2/4)[2(l — re2) + (v0 — E  — t>iu2)/a>]a(u) =  0, (A.3)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument, here u. This 
is a spheroidal differential equation [95]. Problems involving instead of 
«/±2 in (A.l) have a coefficient n2 in place re2/ 4 in (A.3). In all cases, since re2 
is large, asymptotic formulas for the spheroidal equation [95] can be used to 
give simple analytical expressions for eigenvalues and eigenvectors [96,100]. As 
has been discussed, the eigenvalues span a finite range and are equally spaced 
at either end [only in the special case when the coefficient of u2a{u) in (A.3) 
vanishes does the equation reduce to that of Legendre polynomials with a pure
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rotor spectrum]. The two ends are related by a conjugation transformation, 
which amounts to switching the sign of the off-diagonal matrix elements, that 
is, on —► —u;. In terms of the eigenvectors, this is equivalent to a local gauge 
transformation where alternate entries in {«/} are changed in sign. We will 
now list the values of u;, v0, and tq for varied physical problems.
A .2.2 L inear S ta rk  Effect in H ydrogen  The interaction eEz 
due to an external, static electric field E  along the z direction, or its standard 
scaled dimensionless form z j n 2ao, mixes states / —> / ±  1 and has no diagonal 
coupling: vq = V\ — 0. This is a particularly simple case, where the last 
term in (A.3) reduces to a constant —E/u;. The eigenvalues are constantly 
spaced throughout with conjugate ones differing only in sign, and conjugate 
eigenvectors differing in an alternating sign change of the coefficients {«;}. 
The extreme states are localized at 9 =  0 and 7r, that is, along and against the 
field. With no diagonal V and only off-diagonal W so that to becomes a mere 
scale factor, this problem is one of pure geometry, that of the operator cos 9. 
This observation and that the eigenvalues lie equally spaced between -1 and 1, 
symmetrically on either side of 0, will become even more self-evident when we 
link this problem in Sec. A. 3.1 to the diagonalization of Jx.
A .2.3 D iam agnetic  Effect in H ydrogen  The interaction 
(e2B 2/8mc2)(x2 + y2) is, apart from a multiplicative constant, \ { r2/n 4a l) sin2 9 
in dimensionless form. Referring to [96] for details, Table A.l lists the values 
of uj, Vo, and tq for this and other problems. Analytical expressions for eigen­
values and eigenvectors, together with a comparison with numerical results, 
have been presented before. Table A.2 records one here as a sample of such
Tabic A .l . Structure o f matrix elements, eigenvalues, and asymmetry parameter o f  the asymmetric rotor, for various interactions. The 
matrix elements arc quadratic functions o f  u is M /(J+l/2) for the asymmetric rotor and (/ + l/2)/n  for the other system. Values o f  the
three coefficients involved Do. Ui and co arc shown. In the columns under "Eigenvalues" the extreme values spanned by them as well 
as an intermediate one that marks the scparatrix arc shown. For details on the asymmetric rotor, see See. A. 3, and for all the other 
systems, see Sec. 2.
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calculations. The eigenvalues stretch over the interval (0, | ) ,  divided into two 
groups by a separatrix at | .  The span (0 ,|)  has been referred to in the litera­
ture [98-99,101] as vibrator states and has wave functions localized around 8=0 
and 7r, that is, along the field. The conjugate span ( | , | ) ,  called rotor states, 
is localized around 8 = | , perpendicular to the field.
Our treatment emphasizes the common features of these two spans 
and indeed that they are conjugates in a well-defined sense. In both cases, 
the eigenvalues are equally spaced starting from the extreme values 0 and | .  
Note in Table A.2 the near degeneracy (a small splitting is exhibited only on 
going to more significant figures) of odd- and even-parity states in the (0 ,|)  
span. This reflects their localization at 8 = 0 and 7r , these two directions 
being connected by the parity transformation 2 —* —0 . In the span ( f , \ )  with 
localization at 0 =  f , the alternating even- and odd-parity states together form 
an equally spaced family much as in a one-dimensional oscillator. Note also 
for the eigenvectors a close similarity, apart from an alternating sign, of a\ for 
the extreme eigenvectors as displayed in Fig. 4 of Ref 95.
For the diamagnetic effect on high Rydberg states, much attention 
has been given to the role that the groups of states play in the near-zero- 
energy structures seen in this system [98-99]. In this work, we are, however, 
not concerned specifically with these aspects, nor with the classically unstable 
periodic orbits that have been computed and their connection in a noninte- 
grable system like this with the observed quantal spectrum. Our aim instead 
is to understand better the two groups of states themselves and see generic 
aspects of the very existence of such states in a wide variety of problems. We 
do not directly face questions of integrability because of our focus on a single n 
manifold. In understanding the full physical system, one will have to look, of
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course, at the subsequent mixing of states from different n. What is notewor­
thy is that the existence of two groups of localized states is already evident at 
fixed n and does not seem to be completely vitiated in the subsequent mixing 
across in n. This latter part still remains to be fully explained and in that 
explanation will lie the resolution of puzzles associated with nonintegrability.
The separatrix at |  between the two groups of states has been ana­
lyzed on semiclassical grounds in terms of a cone of semiangle 0 =  arcsin 1 / y/5 
(or, equivalently, cot-1 2), which divides the Kepler ellipses of the hydrogenic 
orbits into two groups, those in which the tip of the semimajor axis precesses 
inside the cone about the longitudinal direction with respect to the field, and 
those in which the tip is confined to lie outside this cone and, therefore, grouped 
around 6 — tt/2 perpendicular to the field [111]. The role played by dynamics 
and geometry becomes even clearer now through our capsuled entries in Table 
A .l. The numbers 0 and |  are simply V  ±  2W  for u ~  0 (small /), that is, 
Uo i  2u;, whereas \  pertains similarly to v ~  1 (large /), that is, no — v\ (since 
W vanishes in this limit, the two conjugate combinations coincide). The large-/ 
values are contained only in the separatrix, not in most of the other eigenvec­
tors which constitute the two groups of localized states. The difference in V 
for small and large / is the result of the radial matrix element of r 2. Had this 
been a constant for all / as, for instance, it would have been had we considered 
the operator (sin2 6)/r  instead of | r 2 sin2 0, then such a model problem would 
have had the entries shown in Table A.l for the row ’’diamagnetic modified.” 
In such a case, the two spans of eigenvalues would be (0 ,|) and ( | ,  1) with the 
separatrix exactly in the middle at 0 = arcsin l /V ^  =  7t/4. These numbers 
are, of course, in natural correspondence with the extreme and middle values
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of 0 and sin2 9. We can, therefore, regard the radial dynamics as distorting the 
separatrix cone from the geometrically symmetric 45° to arcsin 1 fi/5.
A .2.4 Electron-electron Interaction in D oubly E xcited States 
Although this is a two-particle problem unlike the two previous one-particle 
ones, the physics and mathematics are closely in parallel [72]. The localiza­
tions now are not in an angle 9 with respect to an external field direction but 
in the angle 912 between the two radial vectors r i  and r 2- The mixing of de­
generate manifolds of states of the same 2S+1L j symmetry formed with both 
electrons in a high-hydrogenic manifold n has been of interest for describing 
angular correlations between electrons in high doubly excited states [35,71]. 
As it stands, the diagonalization of e2/ r \ 2 in such a manifold presents a more 
general matrix than one of tridiagonal form. Approximate models of this in­
teraction have, however, been quite successful [101]. Thus several models that 
consider the operator rf2 instead of the l / r i 2 operator lead to tridiagonaliza- 
tion because r\2 = r\  +  r\ — 2rxr2 cos 0X2 couples / only with itself or with / ±  1. 
Alternatively, if a multipole expansion is made of e2/ r i 2, the leading two terms 
are isotropic (’’monopole”) and of ’’dipole” form Pi(cos012); once again, the 
angular selection rules lead only to nearest-neighbor coupling. The well-know 
success of the multipole expansion in atomic physics and that these two are the 
dominant pieces of the interaction makes such an approximation valid. Table 
A .l records the relevant coefficients of the interaction in 1S' states for several 
such models. The first is for (r22/n 4«o) written as the square of the difference 
between the Runge-Lenz vectors a for the two electrons [101,112]. The second 
[101] is for r 22 written as above with hydrogenic expressions for < r\  > , etc. 
The third is for the monopole and dipole expansion terms of n2ao/rX2 with
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Table A.2. Eigenvalues of the diamagnetic interaction Ed =  | r 2 sin2 0 /(n4cto), 
for n—51 and m=0. The even- and odd-parity states form two separate systems; 
note their degeneracy below the separatrix at 0.25 and an interlacing above 
that.
Even Odd Even Odd
0.02173 0.02173 0.4375
0.4603
0.06321 0.06321 0.4840
0.5086
0.1022 0.1022 0.5340
0.5604
0.1386 0.1386 0.5877
0.6159
0.1722 0.1722 0.6499
0.6748
0.2026 0.2026 0.7056
0.7373
0.2289 0.2292 0.7699
0.8033
0.2479 0.2523 0.8376
0.8727
0.2646
0.2763
0.9088
0.9457
0.2899
0.3047
0.9835
1.0222
0.3207
0.3377
1.0617
1.1020
0.3557
0.3747
1.1433
1.1854
0.3947
0.4156
1.2284
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the analytical approximations <  (n/)2|l/r> |(rc/)2 > =  (3 +  u2)/(5rc2«o) and 
< (n/)2|r< /r2 |(n/)2 > =  2(1 — u2)1!2/(hn2ao) to numerically calculated values 
[101]. Here, and in the Sark effect, when W in (A.2) involves (1 — u2) under 
a square root, the coefficient n2 /4  in (A.3) is replaced by 2n2, with u in that 
equation standing for (/ -f ^) /n/2.
A .2.5 T he E dm onds-P u llen  M odel A particle moving in the 
two-dimensional potential V ( x , y ) =  | ( x2 +  y2) -f a 2x2y2 is another nonsepara- 
ble problem [113] sharing many of the characteristics of the others discussed in 
this chapter. Such model problems based on an underlying harmonic-oscillator 
basis, which has large degeneracies as in Coulomb problems, have been of inter­
est in the study of chaos in dynamical systems [114-115]. Table A.l records the 
matrix elements of x2y2/ n 2. The two classes of states [100] now are associated 
with localization along the x and y axes or along the 45° lines x = ±y.
A .2.6 T w o-nucleons w ith  Q u ad ru p o le  C oup ling  A realistic 
problem in nuclear physics is the two-particle analog of the Edmonds-Pullen 
model. With two nucleons in the nth shell in a shell-model basis potential 
| ( r 2 -f r?2), the dominant nuclear coupling of the quadrupoles gives the in­
teraction [100,109] —r f Y i ^ r l Y ^ / n 2, once again put in scaled, dimensionless 
form; the Y ^  are second-rank spherical tensors. The coefficients of the tridi­
agonal matrix are shown in Table A.l. Fig. 20 gives a sample of the results 
for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 1S e symmetry. The former lie between 
-1 and |  , with equal spacing at both ends, in quantitative agreement also with 
the analytical result 3 /2 jn  for this spacing from the spheroidal equation [100]. 
Note again the characteristic structure of the extreme eigenvectors and the 
separatrix. Although this is a concrete problem in nuclear physics, the results
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reduce essentially to pure geometry because of a peculiar circumstance. The 
radial part of the interaction involves r2 for each nucleon. Since this is also the 
operator that defines the shell-model basis, the diagonal matrix elements are 
independent of I, that is, Vi = 0. Therefore the separatrix at u0(= T /4 ) lies 
symmetrically between the extreme values u0±2cu ( = | ,  -1) and the quadrupole- 
quadrupole interaction in an n manifold reduces to the purely geometrical op­
erator —P2(cos0i2) == —(3 cos2 0i2 — l)/2 . The extreme values are for 0i2 =  0, 
7r, and 7t/2 and the separatrix lies in the middle at $i2 =  7t/4, 37t/4. These 
results parallel exactly the model problem ’’diamagnetic-modified” where, sim­
ilarly, an 1 /r dependence reduces that atomic problem to one of pure geometry 
just as the harmonic r2 dependence has in this nuclear problem.
A .2.7 S u m m ary  To summarize this section, the various prob­
lems listed have a common tridiagonal structure given in (A .l) and (A.2), with 
the values v0, v 1, and u> gathered together in Table A .l. Through the connec­
tion to the spheroidal equation in (A.3), analytical structures of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors can be unraveled, the localization of the states can be asso­
ciated with specific angular directions, and the role of dynamics and geometry 
that underlie these results can be spelled out. In Sec. 4, even further insights 
into these results are developed by mapping all the problems into a common 
one, the asymmetric rotor. We turn next to a study of the rotor.
A .3 T he  A sy m m etric  R o to r  a t H igh J
The asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian A J 2 +  B  J 2 + C J 2 has been muchx y z
studied in classical mechanics [102] and quantum mechanics as well, from the 
earliest days [103-104]. Previous work on the diamagnetic effect in hydrogen
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Figure 20. Eigenvalues E q  and representative eigenvectors {a/} of the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction between two nucleons in the shell n =  39 
and coupled to 1S e symmetry. The eigenvalues are equally spaced from —1 up 
and from \  down, the separatrix lying midway in between at The distri­
bution in / of the extreme eigenvectors (which, among themselves, are identical 
except for an alternating sign) is contrasted with that of the separatrix; only 
the latter involves the high-/ values / n1/2.
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had also specifically associated that problem with the asymmetric rotor and 
pointed out that the two classes of localized states are as in the asymmetric 
rotor’s localization around the axes with minimum and maximum moments of 
inertia [96]. The very intimate correspondence between the two problems had, 
however, not been fully appreciated [107]. Indeed every one of the problems 
in Sec. A.2 can be mapped one to one onto an asymmetric rotor, the triplet 
(u0,t>i,u;) being in direct correspondence with the triplet (A, B,  C). Further­
more, the separatrix is associated with the intermediate axis of the rotor, a 
result that has again not been fully appreciated so far. In this section, the 
asymmetric rotor is set up as a tridiagonal matrix so as to establish the cor­
respondence with Sec. A.2. But first we begin with a very simple problem, 
namely, the symmetric rotor with B  — C =  0. This study of is, of course, 
equivalent to the study of the operator Jx because they share the same eigen­
vectors. The study of Jx along the lines of Sec. A.2 and its spheroidal equation 
affords probably the simplest illustration of this method of handling tridiagonal 
problem and also has independent pedagogic value.
A .3.1 D iagonalization  of Jx In the \ JM  > basis, the only 
nonzero matrix elements of Jx are
< JM\ JX\JM  ±  1 > =  \ [ ( J  M ) ( J  ± M  + l)]1/2. (A.4)
Diagonalization, therefore, amounts to a difference equation, as in (A.2), but 
with V  =  0. For large J,  the matrix elements in (A.4) may be approximated 
for M  «  J  as | ( J  +  |)(1  — x 2) with x = M[y/2(J  +  |) ] _1, and the eigenvalue 
problem reduced to the spheroidal differential equation
[(1 -  * > '(* ) ] '  + [4( J  +  l- Y ( l  -  x 2) ±  4(J  + ±)E]a(x)  =  0, (A.5)
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which is of the same form as (A.3). The conjugation of switching the sign 
of the off-diagonal matrix elements leads to the plus-minus sign in the above 
equation. An asymptotic formula [95] for this prolate spheroidal equation gives 
for large J,
±  £  =  ( / + 1 )  -  (JT +  i ) ,  X  = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . .  (A.6)
These are, as expected, the exact eigenvalues of Jx: — J ,  —J  +  1,..., J  — 1, J.
Analytical expressions are also available for the eigenvectors. Thus
the extreme eigenvalues are (unnormalized) M  > with
M
aM = (± )Mexp [ -M 2/ (2J  +  1)]. (A.7)
The next eigenstates with K  — ± ( J  — 1) are described by
aM =  {±)M M e x p [ - M 2/{2J + 1)], (A.8)
with further eigenstates involving successive Hermite polynomials multiplying 
the exponential factor. Considering that we are diagonalizing Jx in a | J M  > 
basis, the eigenvectors are, of course, given exactly by dJMK{’K/2) which are 
known standard rotational functions [116]. The results in (A.7) and (A.8) 
represent, therefore, approximations to these functions for large J.
As a first step in the verification of the above results, we have, for 
instance , for the extreme value K  = J ,  the exact result [116]
4 t A * l 2) =  ( - l ) J- " 2 - '[ ( 2 / ) ! / ( /  +  M)\ (J  -  M)!]1' 2 (A.9)
which, upon use of the Stirling formula for factorials, gives
d L M 2) ~  ( - 1 ) j - « [ t ( J +  i)]- ' /"exP[ - M 2/ ( 2 J +  1)], (A.10)
coinciding precisely with the normalized form of (A.7). The approximations in 
(A.7) and (A.8) work well already at small J.  For J  =  | ,  of course, we have only
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Table A.3. Rotation functions /2) for J  =  2 as given by (A.7) that
follow from the spheroidal equation (A.5) that describes the classical limit of 
large J,  contrasted with the exact values.
From Eq:5. (A.7) and (A.8)
K\M 2 1 0 -1 -2
2 0.2712 -0.5227 0.5536 -0.5227 0.2712
1 0.4942 -0.4762 0.2408 0.4762 -0.4942
0 0.6037 0 -0.5207 0 0.6037
-1 0.4942 0.4762 0.2408 -0.4762 -0.4942
-2 0.2712 0.5227 0.5536 0.5227 0.2712
Exact
2 1 0  - 1 - 2
i t; i^yr/2 i r~
f i2 4i
2 ~ 2 ^  2 2 
( ! ) 1/2 o -i o (!)>/>
5 -5 0 - 5 - 5
1  1  / 3 ' \ l / 2  1 I
_2___________2___W  2 4
the two extreme eigenvectors so that we have only (A.7), and normalization 
alone is sufficient to fix the exact entries ±l/v/2 in the d function. J  =  2 
affords a less trivial illustration and Table A.3 compares the results from (A.7) 
and (A.8) with the exact values of d. The analytical spheroidal treatment of 
the operator Jx can be seen, therefore, as a way of getting the classical limit 
( J  > >  1) of these angular functions.
It is also instructive to examine the localization in real space of these 
eigenvectors, that is, f(ip) = aMexp(—iM<p). Thus the extreme eigenvectors
M
from (A.7) give the distributions
y exp\—iMip — M 2/(2J  + 1)] ~  exp 
M
(2J +  l) /4
( 2 \ 
(v -  T ) 2 /  j
(A.11)
which are localized Gaussians around the <p = 0 and 7r directions. Fig. 21 
provides a comparison of these results (the normalization factors in (A. 11) are 
[(2 J  +  l)/27r]1/4) with the exact /(</?), which are 7r-1/2 cos(<^/2), 7r-1/2 sin(<£>/2), 
and ( 2 7 r ) _ 1 / 2 [ !  c o s  2 ip — cos 95 + ( f ) 1^ 2]-
I l l
1.0
0.5
Z tttr
- 0.5
1.0
Z tttr
0.5
0.5
Z v
- 0.5
Figure 21. Distribution in coordinate space of eigenvectors f(ip) °f Jx as given
by Eq. (A.9) (---- ), compared with the exact values (— ). (a) J  = 1, eigenvalue
K  =  + | ,  exact f(ip) =  tt-1/2 cos(v?/2). (b) J  =  eigenvalue K  = — exact 
/(</?) =  7r-1/2 sin(<^>/2). (c) J  = 2, I< = +2, exact /(</?) =  (27r)-1/2[ | cos 2y> -  
cosy> +  ( f )1/2]
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A .3.2 D iagonalization  of J 2 Finding the eigenstates of the op­
erator J 2 in the \ JM  > basis is clearly immediately and intimately related to 
the above discussion of Jx. We should expect to find the same eigenvectors, 
and eigenvalues that are simply squares of (A.6). Indeed this is so. J 2 has 
the advantage of a more ready comparison with (A.l) and (A.2) of Sec. A.2
in that the matrix elements do not have square roots as in (A.4). In fact, the
off-diagonal and diagonal elements are [116]
< J M  +  2\J2\ JM > = [(J + M  + 2){J - M -  1)( J  + M  + 1)( J  -  M)]1/2/4
~  [J(J  +  1) — (M  +  l )2]/4, (A.12)
< J M  - 2 \ J 2\ JM  > =  [(J  -  M  +  2)(J +  M  — 1)(J +  M ) ( J  -  M  +  l)]1/2/4
~  [J(J  +  1) — (M — l ) 2]/4, (A.13)
< J M \ J 2X\ J M >  =  [J(J  +  1) — M 2]/2. (A.14)
Therefore the eigenvalue problem of J j / J ( J  +  1) is precisely of the form (A.l),
WM-ia M - 2  +  Vm^m +  Wm+i<im+ 2  — Eo,m, (A.15)
with Wm  and Vm  as in (A.2), except that now u = M / ( J  +  |) .  The values of 
the coefficients are
1 1 Xw =  - ,  uo =  ui =  2' (A.16)
Through the spheroidal equation that follows upon inserting (A.16) in (A.3),
we find eigenvalues K 2/ J ( J  + 1), K  =  0,1, 2,..., and the same eigenvectors as 
in (A.7) and (A.8). For future use below, we note that for the operator J 2 the 
matrix elements are just as in (A.12), (A.13) and (A.14) except for a change
of sign in the off-diagonal entries. This means u> alone in (A. 16) has a change
in sign.
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A .3.3 The A sym m etric Rotor The eigenvalue problem of
H  = {AJl  +  B J 2y +  C J 2Z) / J { J  +  1) (A.17)
is clearly also of the form in (A. 15) or the equivalent differential equation in 
(A.3). From the entries in (A.16) for J%/J{J +  1) and equivalent ones for the 
other two operators, we have for (A .l7)
u  = ( A - B ) / 4, v0 = (A + B ) / 2, vt = - C  + (A + B ) / 2. (A.18)
Inverting this set of equations, we have
A = v0 +  2 lo, B  = v o — 2a;, C = v0 — v\. (A.19)
From the previous discussion of the nature of the solutions of the general 
spheroidal equation, the three combinations of a;, t>0, and v\ in (A.19) are 
precisely the extreme eigenvalues and the eigenvalue of the separatrix. In the 
asymmetric rotor, the fact that these values coincide with the three coeffi­
cients in the Hamiltonian in (A.17) points immediately to an association with 
three types of localization, those in which the angular momentum points in 
the direction of one of the three axes. The intermediate value characterizes 
the separatrix and is the z axis for all but one of the problems considered in 
Sec. A.2. The conjugation link between the two ends of the spectrum, which 
is described by u  —>• —cu, interchanges A and B  in (A.19) and is, therefore, an 
interchange of the x and y axes, the two with the largest and smallest moments 
of inertia.
The literature on the asymmetric rotor recasts the Hamiltonian in 
(A.17) in a form that more transparently exhibits the asymmetry
H  = \ ( A  +  C) + [(A -  C) /2J( J  +  1 ))(Jl +  -  Jl) ,  (A.20)
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with an ’’asymmetry parameter” defined by [104-105]
k = (2B -  A  -  C)/ (A -  C).  (A.21)
This parameter is sometimes denoted by x  i*1 the literature. Apart from a 
constant term A  +  C,  the Hamiltonian is therefore characterized by an ”as- 
phericity” parameter (A — C) / (A  +  C)  and the asymmetry. Instead of three 
coefficients, a single one /c, suffices to discuss the significant part of an asym­
metric rotor Hamiltonian +  njy  — J^. From (A.19) and (A.21), k can be 
expressed in terms of the triplet of interest to us
k = (vi — 6u)/(vi  +  2a;). (A.22)
The single parameter that is equivalent to k is, therefore, u / v \ .
It is also customary in the literature on the asymmetric rotor to stan­
dardize the labeling of the axes so that A  > B  > C  in which case k takes values 
in the interval (-1,1). For the applications we have in mind, however, where 
the quantization or field direction is taken to be the z axis and this marks the 
separatrix, it is the coefficient C that takes the intermediate value and n for 
such applications is less than -1 [117]. In Fig. 22 we present eigenvalues for 
a range — 1 < k < 1. The eigenvalues lie between -1 and 1 with a separatrix 
at k. The eigenvalues come in degenerate pairs in the interval (—1,«). For 
k > 1, the eigenvalues lie between -1 and k with the separatrix at the fixed 
value 1, with these three numbers corresponding to localization along the z, y, 
and x axis, respectively. For k < — 1, the range of eigenvalues is k to 1 and 
the separatrix frozen at -1 in between, the localizations being along y, x, and z 
axis, respectively. This last case is the one of most interest, as discussed below 
in Sec. A.4, for the physical problems listed in Sec. A.2 and Table A.I.
2.0
J* + X Jy -  J J = 6 0  
M evenJ(J-H)
0.8
0.4
c.4
-.9
- 0 .4
- 0.8
- 1.2
- 1.2
- 1.6
-2
- 2.0
20  3 0  40
Eigenstate
Figure 22. Eigenvalues of the asymmetric rotor (J^ +  &Jy — </* ) / J ( J  +  1) f°r 
J=60 and various values of the asymmetry parameter k , shown as continuous 
curves drawn through the 61 eigenvalues labeled 0-60 on the abcissa. In the 
range \k\ < 1, the separatrix lies at the value k, otherwise at k/\k\.  For 
k  > —1, the eigenvalues below the separatrix come as pairs of degenerate 
values indicated by the dots.
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The expression of the asymmetric parameter k  in terms of u i / v \  in 
(A.22), when combined with the conjugation operator u> —> — u>, points to 
pairs of conjugate rotors that do not seem to have been recognized so far in 
the literature on asymmetric rotors. Under this reversal of sign, k  goes over to 
k  which is related to it by
k  —> k  = (3 — ac)/(1 +  k). (A.23)
Eigenvalues for asymmetries k  and k  are simply related through an inter­
change between the two sets on either side of the separatrix. The interval 
k =  (—oo, —1 ) that is of most interest to us in this work maps into itself under 
the transformation in (A.23). It is also useful to consider a related angle pa­
rameter, usually defined [118] for the interval n ■ (—1 , 1 ) through k =  cos 2 7 . 
In terms of this parameter 7 , the operation in (A.23) amounts to taking the 
reciprocal of cos2 7 , that is, 2 cos2 7  — 1 —> (2 /cos2 7  — 1). The introduction 
of this new parameter for the interval k = (—0 0 , — 1 ) can be achieved through 
the definition
k = — cosh 2 7 , (A.24)
in terms of which, once again, the transformation in (A.23) takes the form
— 1 — 2  sinh2 7  —> — 1 — (2 /  sinh2 7 ). (A.25)
A .4 M apping Problem s Onto The A sym m etric R otor
The preceding section on angular momentum has been cast in a lan­
guage that makes the correspondence with the problems in Sec. A.l immediate. 
We start with the first examples considered in the two sections, namely, the 
linear Stark effect and the diagonalization of Jx. Unlike all the other cases 
considered involving quadratic operators, these two problems involve only the
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off-diagonal matrix elements W,  with the diagonal V  being zero. Also, they 
have a square-root structure for W  as in (A.4) in place of the form in (A.2). 
Both these problems have an identical structure, namely, W  oc (1 — u2)1^ 2, 
with u — (I + \ ) / n  or M / ( J  -f- |) .  The results are, therefore, not surprisingly 
identical. The equally spaced eigenvalues of the linear Stark effect are, there­
fore, seen in a new light, as in immediate correspondence with the familiar fact 
of equal spacing (the set of integers) for the projection of an angular momen­
tum in quantum mechanics. The role of J  and M  in the rotor is played by 
n and /, respectively, in the Stark effect. A degenerate hydrogenic manifold, 
/ =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., n — 1, is in 1:1 correspondence with the space of angular momen­
tum  J : M  =  — J, — J  +  1,..., J  — 1, J .  With (2J  +  1) =  n and J  -f M  =  /, the 
mapping is complete. We note that the association of an angular momentum 
J  — (n — l) /2  with the nth manifold is reminiscent of the well-known [119] 0 4 
description of the hydrogen atom, but has, in fact, nothing to do with it. In the 
0 4 picture, each manifold is associated with twin angular momenta j i  and j 2, 
both of the same magnitude (n — l)/2 . All n2 degenerate states are embraced 
in this representation [with (2ji +  l)(2 j2 +  1) =  n2] and the angular momen­
tum I is viewed as the sum ji+yV  Such a sum also marks the passage from 
parabolic to spherical basis, the former being associated with j 2,
Our association is different. We are considering only spherical states of the n 
manifold with a fixed azimuthal quantum number m.  For m = 0, this is the 
n-fold degenerate set of I values listed above and this set is regarded as the 
(2J  +  1) degenerate states of a single angular momentum (n — l)/2 .
The mapping of all the other problems considered in Sec. A.2, and 
which are listed in Table A .l, into the asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian in (A.17) 
proceeds through (A .l) and (A.15). These difference equations are in the same
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common form in (A.2). The variable u is (I + | ) /n  for the problems in Table 
A .l and M / ( J  +  | )  for the asymmetric rotor. Once this variable is treated as 
a continuous variable, the two are clearly identical. The two intervals are (0,1) 
and (-1,1), respectively, and this difference allows alternative choices for the 
mapping of Table A.l into an asymmetric rotor. One choice is J  —> (n — l)/2 , 
M  —» / +  another J —» / +  M  —► / +  | .  Both have been used in the 
results presented below. The asymmetry parameter k is uniquely fixed for each 
problem through (A.22) and is shown in the last column of Table A.l. From 
Table A.l and (A.18), the diamagnetic problem maps onto the asymmetric 
rotor ( 5 +  J |) /4 J (  J  +  1) with asymmetry parameter ac=-9. Fig. 23 is a plot 
of the eigenvalues for the asymmetric rotor with J=50.5 and 25. On the same 
plot are marked the diamagnetic eigenvalues for states with zero azimuthal 
quantum number in the n=51 manifold. Note the close correspondence of the 
results, the J  = n — \  choice doing slightly better in the region above the 
separatrix and the J  =  (n — l) /2  below the separatrix. As an application of 
the passage through (A.23) to an equivalent rotor, note that k = — | ,  which 
describes ( 5 +  J |) / 4 J ( J  + 1 ), also describes the same spectrum. The entries 
in Table A .l for the extrema merely interchange their positions.
The quadrupole interaction between two nucleons has k = —3, a value 
shared with all problems which have iq =  0,( see (A.22)). Fig. 24 compares 
eigenvalues for n =  39 1S  states with those of asymmetric rotors with J  = 38.5 
and 19. Once again it is clear that the asymmetric rotor with k  =-3 does 
indeed describe this system. [Note also from (A.23) that k is also -3 for this 
system.] Also shown in the insets are the eigenvectors for the rotor’s extreme 
states and the separatrix. Note that the latter is distributed over all M values 
with a slight excess of \M\ ~  J ,  whereas the extreme ones show a Gaussian
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L " ' J(J-ri) J1.0
0 . 9
0 .45
0.8
M 15
0 . 7
0.6
0 . 5 0.52
0 . 4
0 , 3
0.2
0-38
0.1
25
0.0
1 6  2 0  
Eigenstate
Figure 23. Eigenvalues Ed of the asymmetric rotor with k = —9, and J=50.5
(— ) and J = 25 (---- ), along with M distributions of the extreme states (highest
and lowest eigenvalues) and the separatrix in between. Note the close similarity 
of the two plots of eigenvalues. Eigenvectors are also similar in structure and 
only the J= 25 , M  odd, are shown. Crosses represent the eigenvalues of the 
diamagnetic interaction for n=51 (see Table A.2).
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falloff in M 2/(2J+1).  In addition, between the highest and lowest eigenvectors 
there is an alternating sign difference in the coefficients . All these features 
mirror exactly the similar behavior in / of the diamagnetic eigenvectors (Fig. 4 
of Ref. 96). There is an immediate geometric understanding of these behaviors 
in the rotor problem. The separatrix, with localization along the z axis, is the 
only one which has a large presence of the high \M\ values. The extreme states 
are in the xy plane and are built out of superpositions of states with low to 
intermediate |M |, \M\ < J 1?2.
Plots of the eigenvalues of n2«0/^ i2 for two electrons in the nth shell 
in l S  states are shown in Fig. 25. As can be seen from Table A .l, nearly all the 
models for this interaction give asymmetry parameters which are either very 
large and negative or equal to -1, and these are equivalent according to (A.24). 
As a result the distribution of eigenvalues in the plot closely approximates that 
of a symmetric rotor, K 2/ J ( J  -f 1), \K\ — 0 ,1 ,2 ,....
Finally, the Edmonds-Pullen model differs from the others in Table 
A.l in having its extreme eigenvalues localized along x and z (not y) axes of 
the rotor. Localization along the rotor’s y axis now marks the separatrix. Note 
also from Ref. 100 that u for this model is defined as 1 — 2(nx/n),  where nx 
is the quantum number of the x oscillator, and n — nx +  ny. The spheroidal 
equation in (A.3) has a factor n2/16 in place of n2/ 4.
A .5 Sum m ary and G eom etrical Interpretation
The study of eigenvalues of angular momentum operators such as Jx 
or J 2 at a fixed, high angular momentum J  provides a simple illustration of the 
diagonalization of tridiagonal matrices in a large degenerate manifold. Diverse 
one- and two-particle problems in atomic physics and elsewhere, which are of
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J ( J  +  t ). 3 6
. 2 4
- . 2 4
0.63
- 3  6
- . 4 8 -19\ J  \ J - 5 W  5 \ y  \ J  19
- 6 0
-.72
0.45
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Eigenstate
Figure 24. Similar to Fig. 23 but for the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction 
E q between nucleons. Eigenvalues of the asymmetric rotor with k =  —3 and 
J=38.5 and 19 (which are essentially indistinguishable on this scale) are shown 
by the solid line and compared with the nuclear problem n =  39, denoted by 
crosses. Compare also the distribution of extreme eigenvectors and separatrix 
with the corresponding ones for the nuclear problem shown in Fig. 20.
2 . 4
2.0
0.8
0 . 4
Eigenstate
Figure 25. Distribution of the eigenvalues Ee of the electron-electron inter­
action n2ao /rj2 between two hydrogenic electrons, both in the nth shell and 
coupled to '5*  symmetry. The results are drawn from numerical calculations 
presented in Refs. 35, 71, and 101.
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current, active interest, involve the mixing of states of manifolds (with principal 
quantum number n) which have a large degeneracy. This mixing for a number 
of problems listed in Table A .l was shown to be of exactly the same form as in 
the description of the asymmetric rotor, AJ% +  B* +  CJ%. Indeed, a complete 
mapping was provided in Sec. 4 for each physical problem into the asymmetric 
rotor and the parameters A, B,  and C identified. Equivalently, in a standard 
form of the rotor Hamiltonian ( -f nJy — J*) / J( J  +  1), the key parameter k, 
called the asymmetry parameter, was identified. In the problems considered, 
A > C > B,  and k < — 1. The role of n and I (angular momentum of the 
particle) in the n physical problems is played by J  and M  in the asymmetric 
rotor,
A common feature that has been previously identified for all the phys­
ical problems—that, apart from a few eigenstates in the middle, nearly all the 
eigenvalues group into two classes of localized states—is connected to the simi­
lar structure exhibited by the states of the asymmetric rotor. The eigenvalues 
span the range (k, 1)— recall that k is less than -1 and the separatrix lies 
at -1. These have clear identification with localization along the y, x and z 
axes, respectively. The first two are the axes with minimum and maximum 
moments of inertia and the z axis is intermediate between them. That the first 
two dominate the spectrum, accounting for most the physical eigenstates, can 
be understood in terms of the result for the asymmetric rotor that is already 
familiar in classical mechanics, namely, that only motions with respect to the 
extreme moments of inertia are stable, motion with respect to the intermedi­
ate axis being unstable. This can be seen most easily in the classical limit [120]
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of large J ,  when the asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian can be viewed as a purely 
geometrical object,
Hcl — sin2 0(cos2 <p -f k sin2 <p) — cos2 0. (A.26)
Expanding around each axis, we have for x(0 ~  7t/2,tp ~  0),
1 -  20 -  (1 -  n)<p2; (A.27)
for y(0 ~  7r/2, <p ~  7r/2),
k — (1 +  k)02 +  (1 — «)v?2; (A.28)
and for z(0 ~  0),
— 1 +  (1 +  k)02 +  (1 — k)02 c o s 2 (p. (A.29)
In each case 0 and (p denote small departures from the corresponding values 
that identify the axes. The limiting values k and 1 for the eigenvalues and
-1 for the separatrix are, of course, the results when ^=0 and <p=0. Recalling
that k < — 1, departures from these central values are in the same direction for 
localization around x and y (the former is a maximum, the latter a minimum), 
while for the intermediate z axis, departures in 0 do not have a well-defined 
sign but vary with </?.
The different M  projections of angular momentum J  span a (2 J  +1)- 
dimensional space. When J  is large, the discrete projections pass over essen­
tially into a continuous distribution, thereby giving a familiar classical limit. 
Our analysis shows that, very similarly, the n-fold degenerate / values in an 
atomic n manifold behave like an angular momentum space. As a result, mix­
ings of these / due to interaction which couple I tridiagonally can be described
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equivalently in terms of the most general quadratic structure in angular mo­
mentum operators, namely, the asymmetric rotor. Further, such a Hamilto­
nian, which is tridiagonal in M,  is characterized by off-diagonal matrix elements 
that vanish at the limits |M | —> J . This is, of course, because the quadratic 
operators built out of angular momentum generators are bilinear in the step-up 
and step-down operators whose matrix elements vanish at the limits. Exactly 
similarly again, the radial operators describing various interactions in physi­
cal systems have the same feature of zero off-diagonal matrix elements when 
I —* n. This feature, which can be cast in terms of radial step operators, is 
an expression of a finite cutoff at the upper end (/ =  n — 1) to the manifold. 
[The step operators on radial atomic functions are usually expressed in terms 
of their action at fixed /, in changing n by unit steps: n = (I -f  I), (I +  2),..., 
the action having a cutoff at the lower end.]
When n is large, we have equally a classical limit for the atomic 
problems. Mirroring the behavior of asymmetric rotor eigenfunctions, local­
ized states, particularly around the two axes of extreme moments of inertia, 
dominate in the spectrum. Compact analytical expressions for eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors in this limit are provided by our analysis wherein, in this contin­
uous limit, the difference equation of tridiagonalization is transformed into a 
spheroidal differential equation. An important conjugation transformation be­
tween the two groups of localized states also finds a ready interpretation as the 
exchange of the axes with the extreme moments of inertia in the asymmetric 
rotor; in turn it suggests the existence of conjugate pairs of rotors which share 
similar eigenvalue patterns.
A P P E N D IX  B
SOURCE CODE
c— .7-------------- program start-------------------------------------
c This program is to diagnalize the two e matrix
c the atom is in s state ie 1=0 ,m=0  even parity
c ie 11=12 lamda=even=2l+ 2nrc.
c This is the program to calculate the s state double
c excited state. The j ’s eval evec is stored in the j ’s column
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(lamda=32,n=16,km=9,lda=km,ldevec=km) 
dimension eval(km),evec(km,km),wk(3194),r(3194),rl(3194) 
dimension v(km,km),u(km,km) ,w(km,km),ul(km,3194),vv(km,km) 
external devcsf
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
call errset(208,0,-1,0,1,1)
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
write(6,*) ’lamda=32,values 11=12=1, s state singlet ’ 
z= 2.d0
7r=3.1415926d0
x0= l.d -20
h=l.d0/32.d0
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xf=100.d0
nl=int((xf-xO)/h)+ 1
write(l,*) n l
do 51 k= l,km
l l= 2 * (k -l)
do 52 m=k,km
12=2*(m-l)
sum=0.d0
kmin=12-ll+l
kmax=ll+12+2
do 50 kl=kmin,kmax
sum=sum+(-8*z/7r/dfloat(2*kl-l))+4.d0/7r*(dcos((2.d0*kl-l.d0)*
l?r/4.dO)-(-l)**kl*dsin((2.dO*kM.dO)*7r/4.dO))/dfloat(2*kl-l)
50 continue 
w(k,m)=sum 
write(6,*) w(k,m)
52 continue
51 continue
do 111 ix = l,n l 
r(ix)=xO+h*dfloat(ix-l) 
rl(ix)=dsqrt(r(ix)) 
do 1 k= l,km  
ll=2*(k-l)
do 2 m=k,km
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12=2*(m-l) 
if(k.eq.m) then
v(k,m)=(2.d0*ll*(2.d0*ll+4.d0)+15.d0/4.d0)/r(ix)**2
l+2.d0*w(k,m)/r(ix)
else
v(k,m)=2.d0*w(k,m)/r(ix) 
end if
v(m,k)=v(k,m)
2 continue
1 continue
do 106 i= l,km  
do 106 j=i,km  
v (ij)= v (ij)/2 .d0  
v(j,i)=v(ij)
106 continue
call devcsf(km,v,lda,eval,evec,ldevec)
c---------this part is to normalize the evec and write
c---------the lowest and the highest evec to the files—
c ecl=0.d0
c ec2=0.d0
c do 222 i= l,km
c w rite(l,ll)i, evec(i,l)
c w rite(2,ll)i, evec(i,km)
c ecl=ecl+evec(i,l)**2
c ec2=ec2+evec(i,km)**2
c222 continue
c anorm l=dsqrt(ecl)
c anorm2=dsqrt(ec2)
c write(2,*) ’ lambda=20 , r= l , coupled case’
c write(2,*) ’ the lowest eigenvecror’
c do 333 i= l,km
c evec (i, 1)=evec(i, 1) /  anor m 1
c333 w rite(2,ll) i,evec(i,l)
c write(2,*) ’ the highest eigenvecror’
c do 444 i= l,km
c evec(i,km)=evec(i,km)/anorm2
c444 w rite(2,ll) i,evec(i,km)
e ll format(i2,dl2.5)
Vv
do 231 i= l,km
231 ul(i,ix)=eval(i)
c write(6,*) r(ix) ,ul(3,ix)
111 continue
write(l,*) ”’n = l”’
do 21 i= l,n l
21 write(l,*) rl(i) , u l( l,i)
w rite(l,*) ”’n=2’”
do 22 i= l,n l 
w rite(l,*)rl(i), ul(2,i) 
write(l,*) ”’n=3”’ 
do 23 i= l,n l 
w rite(l,*)rl(i), ul(3,i) 
write(l,*) ,Mn=4”’ 
do 24 i= l,n l 
w rite(l,*)rl(i),ul(4,i) 
write(l,*) ”,n=5”’ 
do 25 i= l,n l  
write(l,*) rl(i),ul(5,i) 
write(l,*) ’”n=6”’ 
do 26 i= l,n l 
write(l,*) rl(i), ul(6,i) 
write(l ,*) 
do 27 i= l,n l  
write(l,*) rl(i),ul(7,i) 
write(l,*) ”’n=8”’ 
do 28 i= l ,n l  
write(l,*) rl(i),ul(8,i) 
write(l,*) ”’n=9”’ 
do 29 i= l,n l 
write(l,*) rl(i),ul(9,i) 
write(2,*) ”’n=10’”
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c do 30 i= l,n l
c30 write(2,*)rl(i), ul(10,i)
c write(2,*) ’”n = i r ’
c do 31 i= l,n l
c31 write(2,*)rl(i), u l( l l , i )
c write(2,*) ”’n=12’”
c do 32 i= l,n l
c32 write(2,*)rl(i), ul(12,i)
c write(2,*) ”’n=13”’
c do 33 i= l,n l
c33 write(2,*)rl(i), ul(13,i)
c write(2,*) ”’n=14”’
c do 34 i= l,n l
c34 write(2,*)rl(i), ul(14,i)
c write(2,*) ”’n=15”’
c do 35 i= l,n l
c35 write(2,*)rl(i), ul(15,i)
end
e-----------------------------------
c--------------------------------------
function dfact(j) 
if(j .eq. 0) then 
dfact=l.d0 
else
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x=l.dO
do 1 i= l  j
x=x*dfloat(i)
1 continue
dfact=x
end if
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c find eigenvalues
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This program is to solve the eigenvalue problem by using runge-
c kutta method, this program can solve the eigenvalue plroblem with
c first and second deritives
c
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
parameter(k=20,m=1601) 
dimension eval(k)
external perlim , numsol, froot,pot ,p 
intrinsic dexp 
integer *2 name(12) 
common /array / xi(m),vi(m)
common /v v / xj(m),dl(m) 
common j dd j  xk(m),d2(m)
c-----
c
call errset(208,0,-1,0,1,1)
c
*■»L.
write(6,*) ’eigenvalues for helium z=2, r=100 a.u.’
xmin=l.d-20
xmax=100.d0
emin==-3.0
emax=-0.d0
h=l.dO/16.dO
hen=0.0005
print * ,’please enter the potential file name’
read (5,99) name
open (1 ,file=name)
do 4 i= l,m
xi(i)=xmin+h*dfloat(i-l)
read(l,*) vi(i)
4 continue
print * ,’please enter the first deritive file name’
read (5,99) name
open(2,file=name)
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do 5 i= l,m  
read(2,*) xj(i),dl(i)
5 continue
print * ,’please enter the second deritive file name’
read (5,99) name
open(3,file=name)
do 6 i= l,m
read(3,*) xk(i),d2(i)
6 continue
99 format(12a2)
print ’finishing reading data’
print *, ’please be patient to wait the result’
call perlim(xmin,xmax,h,nstep)
call numsol(emin,emax,hen,h,nstep,imax,eval)
do 2 i= l,im ax
eval(i)=eval(i)/2.d0
print *, ’ the eigenvalue is ’ , eval(i)
2 continue
end
c------------------------ function potential----------------------------—
function pot(x) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
parameter (m=1601)
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common /array/  xi(m),vi(m)
pot=yfix(x,xi,vi,m,0)
return
end
c---------------------------------------------------
c------------------------------------------------------
function deriv(x)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(m=160l)
common /v v / xj(m ),dl(m )
deriv=yfix(x,xj ,dl ,m,0)
return
end
c------------------------------------------------------
c— ----------------------------------------------
function dderiv(x)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter (m = 1601)
common /d d / xk(m),d2(m)
dderiv=yfix(x,xk,d2,m,0)
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------
c  --------------------------------------------
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subroutine perlim(xmin,xmax,h,nstep) 
implicit real*8(z-h,o-z) 
parameter (1=1601) 
common / p tn / v(l),vl(l) 
common /pp/u(l),u l(l) 
common /qq/w (l),w l(l) 
nstep=int((xmax-xmin)/h) 
x=xmin 
n=nstep+ l 
hh=h*h/2.d0 
hl=0.5*h 
do 1 k=l,nstep 
v(k)=hh*pot(x) 
vl(k)=hh*pot(x+hl) 
u(k)=hh*deriv(x) 
ul(k)=hh*deriv(x+hl) 
w(k)=hh*dderiv(x) 
w l(k)=hh*dderiv(x+hl) 
x=x+h 
1 continue
n(n)=hh*pot(x)
u(n)=hh*deriv(x)
w(n)=hh*dderiv(x)
return
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end
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine numsol( emin ,emax ,hen ,h ,nstep ,imax, compev)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(l=20)
dimension compev(l)
imax=0
e=emin
pl=p(h,nstep,e)
1 enext=e+hen
if (enext .gt. emax) enext=emax
p2=p(h,nstep,enext)
prod=pl*p2
if(prod.gt.O.dO) go to 2
im ax=im ax+l
compev(imax)=froot(e,enext,pi,p2,h,nstep) 
go to 3
2 p l=p2 
e=enext
if(e.eq.emax) return 
go to 1
3 end
c
function p(h,nstep,e) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
parameter (1=1601) 
common /p tn /  v(l),vl(l) 
common /pp /u(l),u l(l) 
common /qq/w (l),w l(l) 
eh=h*h*e/2.d0 
y0=0. 
z0=h
do 1 k=l,nstep
fi=(v(k)-eh-w(k))*y0-2.d0*u(k)*z0
fi=(v(k)-eh)*y0
zi=(z0+fi)
yi=y0+0.5*z0
fii=(vl(k)-eh-wl(k))*yi-2.d0*ul(k)*zi
fii=(vl(k)-eh)*yi
zii=z0+fii
yii=y0+0.5*zi
fiii=(vl(k)-eh-wl(k))*yii-2.d0*ul(k)*zii
fiii=(vl(k)-eh)*yii
ziii=z0+2*fiii
yiii=yO+zii
fiiii=(v(k-f l)-eh-w(k+l))*yiii-2.d0*u(k+l)*
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c fiiii=(v(k+l)-eh)*yiii
yl=y0+(z0+ziii+2.0*(zi+zii))/6.0
zl=z0+(fi+fiiii+2.0*(fii+fiii))/3.0
yO=yi
zO=zl
1 continue 
p=(z0/h+y0*sqrt(-e))*l.d-20 
return
end
c---------------------------------------------------------
c---------------------------------------------------------
function froot(ea,eb,pa,pb,h,nstep)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
e l= ea
e2=eb
p l= p a
p2=pb
tol=8.d-05
2 etest=0.5d0*(el+e2) 
ptest=p(h,nstep,etest) 
if (ptest.eq.O.dO) go to 4 
prod=pl*ptest
if (prod.gt.O.dO) go to 1 
e2=etest
p2=ptest 
go to 3
1 el=etest
p l= p test
3 dev=abs(e2-el)
if (dev.gt.tol) go to 2
froot=(el*p2-e2*pl)/(p2-pl)
return
4 froot=etest 
return 
end
c --------------------interpolation routine yfix.
function yfix(x,vx,v,ndata,igo) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
dimension vx(ndata),v(ndata) 
if(igo.ne.O) go to 20 
if(x.le.vx(2)) go to 65 
nx =  ndata - 1 
if(x.ge.vx(nx)) go to 75 
n l =  2
n2 =  ndata - 1
i =  0
10 continue
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i =  i +  1 
j =  (nl+n2)/2  
if(vx(j).le.x) go to 15 
if(n2-nl .le. 1) go to 20 
n2 =  j 
go to 10 
15 continue
n l =  j
if(n2-nl .le. 1) go to 20 
go to 10 
20 continue
n =  n2-l 
np =  n2 
npl =  np +  1 
n l =  n - 1 
xO =  vx(nl) 
yO =  v(nl) 
x l =  vx(n) 
y l =  v(n) 
x2 =  vx(np) 
y2 =  v(np) 
y3 =  v(npl)
qO =  (x-xl)*(x-x2)*(x-x3)/( (x0-xl)*(x0-x2)*(x0-x3) ) 
q l =  (x-x0)*(x-x2)*(x-x3)/( (xl-x0)*(xl-x2)*(xl-x3) )
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q2 =  (x-x0)*(x-xl)*(x-x3)/( (x2-x0)*(x2-xl)*(x2-x3) ) 
q3 =  (x-x0)*(x-xl)*(x-x2)/( (x3-x0)*(x3-xl)*(x3-x2) ) 
y =  qO*yO +  q l*yl +  q2*y2 +  q3*y3 
go to 100
slope =  (v(2)-v(l))/( vx(2)-vx(l) ) 
n l =  2 
n2 =  3 
go to 20 
66 continue
y =  slope* (x-vx(l)) +  v(l) 
go to 100 
75 nx =  ndata - 1
slope =  (v(ndata)-v(nx))/(vx(ndata)-vx(nx)) 
y =  v(ndata) - slope*(vx(ndata)-x)
100 yfix =  y
return 
end
c user own library
c--------------------------------
c
c interpolation
c potential
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine pot(z,v) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
parameter(n=1000,nout=6,k=51) 
dimension break(k),cscoef(4,k),fdata(k) 
dimension zdata(k) 
external dcsint,dcsval,umach 
common /vv /v l(n )
c------------------------------- set up a g rid ---------------
do 2 i= l,k
zdata(i)= I.d0*dfloat(i-1) 
fdata(i)=vl(i)*l.dO
2 continue
c--------------------compute cubic spline interpolant
call dcsint(k,zdata,fdata,break,cscoef) 
call umach(2,nout) 
write (nout,3)
3 format (13x, ’z ’ ,9x, ’interpolant ’ ,5x) 
nintv=k-l
v=dcsval(z,nintv,break,cscoef) 
write(nout,93)z,v
93 format(lx,2d!5.5)
return
end
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine lagaue(n,m,x,alag)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
if (n.eq.O) then
alag=l.dO
else
n l=n-fm
aterm =l .dO*dfact(nl)/ dfact (n) /  dfact(m) 
alag=l.dO*dfact(nl)/dfact(n)/dfact(m) 
do 40 11=1,n 
c=-dfloat(n-ll+l)*x 
d=dfloat (m+11) *dfloat (11) 
ratio=c/d 
aterm=aterm*ratio 
alag=alag+aterm 
40 continue 
end if 
return 
end
c this program is to create a langdre polynomal
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subroutine langder(n,x,pn)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(m=1000)
dimension p(m)
if (n .eq. 0) then
pn=l.d0
else
if (n.eq.l) then
pn=x
else
if (n.eq.2) then
Pn=0.5d0*(3.d0*x**2-l.d0)
else
P ( l ) = x
p(2)=0.5d0*(3.d0*x**2-l.d0) 
do 1 k=3,n
p(k)=(2.d0*k-l.d0)/dfloat(k)*x*p(k-l)-dfloat(k-l)/dfloat(k)
l * p ( k - 2 )
1 continue
pn=p(n) 
end if 
end if
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end if 
return 
end
c this program is to create a jacobi polynomals
subroutine jacobi(n,alfa,beta,x,aj)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(m=1000)
dimension ac(m)
if (n.eq.O) then
aj=l.dO
else
if (n.eq.l) then
aj=0.5d0*(2.d0*(alfa+l.d0)+(alfa+beta+2.d0)*(x-l))
else
if(n.eq.2) then
aj=l.dO/8.dO*(4.dQ*(alfa+l.dO)*(alfa+2.dO)+4.dO*(alfa+beta
l+3.d0)*(alfa+2.d0)*(x-l)+(alfa+beta+3.d0)*(alfa+beta+4.d0)
l*(x-l)**2)
else
ac(l)=0.5d0*(2.d0*(alfa+l.d0)+(alfa+beta+2.d0)*(x-l))
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ac(2)=l.d0/8.d0*(4.d0*(alfa+l.d0)*(alfa+2.d0)+4.d0*(alfa-f-beta 
l+3.d0)*(alfa+2.d0)*(x-l)+(alfa+beta+3.d0)*(alfa+beta+4.d0) 
l*(x-l)**2) 
do 1 i=3,n
ac(i)=l.dO/2.dO/dfloat(i)/(l.dO*i+alfa+beta)/(2.dO*i+alfa-2.dO
l-t-beta)*((2.d0*i+alfa-j-beta-l.d0)*((2.d0*i+alfa4-beta)*(2.d0*i+alfa+
Ibeta-2.d0)*x+(alfa**2-beta**2))*ac(i-l)-2.d0*(l.d0*i+alfa-l.d0)*
1 (1 .dO*i+beta-1 .dO) *(2.d0*i+alfa+beta) *ac(i-2)) 
continue 
aj=ac(n) 
end if 
end if 
end if 
return 
end
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c integrate the differential equation at any given e by
c numerov method to contruct p(e).
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine perlim(xmin,xmax,h,nstep) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
parameter(l=1500)
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common /p tn / v(l) 
c nstep=int((xmax-xmin)/h)
x=xmin 
n=nstep+ l 
hh=h*h/12.d0
do 1 k = l,n  
iv(k)=hh*pot(x) 
x=x+h 
1 continue
v(n+l)=0.d0
return
end
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------  —
subroutine numsol(emin,emax,hen,h,nstep,imax,compev)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(l=14)
dimension compev(l)
imax=0
e=emin
pl=p(h,nstep,e)
1 enext=e+hen
if (enext .gt. emax) enext=emax
p2=p(h,nstep,enext)
prod=pl*p2
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if(prod.gt.O.dO) go to 2 
im ax=im ax+l 
compev(imax)=froot(e,enext,pl,p2,h,nstep) 
2 p l=p2
e=enext
if(e.eq.emax) return
go to 1
end
function p(h,nstep,e)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter(l=1500)
common /p tn /v(l)
eh=h*h*e/12.d0
nmax=nstep+2
dO=eh-v(l)
dl=eh-v(2)
y0=0.d0
y l= h
do 2 k=3,nmax 
d2=eh-v(k)
y2=((2.d0-10.d0*dl)*yl-(l.d0+d0)*y0)/(l.d0+d2)
dO=dl
dl=d2
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y0=yi 
y i=y2 
2 continue
p=yl-yO*dexp(-h*dsqrt(-e))
return
end
c---------------------------------------------------------
function froot(ea,eb,pa,pb,h,nstep)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
e l= ea
e2=eb
p l= p a
p2=pb
tol=8.d-05 
2 etest=0.5d0*(el+e2)
ptest=p(h,nstep,etest) 
if (ptest.eq.O.dO) go to 4 
prod=pl*ptest 
if (prod.gt.O.dO) go to 1 
prod=pl*ptest 
if (prod.gt.O.dO) go to 1 
e2=etest 
p2=ptest 
go to 3
el= etest
p l= p test
dev=abs(e2-el)
if (dev.gt.tol) go to 2
froot= (el *p2-e2*p 1) /  (p2-p 1)
return
froot=etest
return
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